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From 1957 to 1958, some 57,000 Tonga people in the Zambezi Valley were
resettled, as the rising waters of the Kariba Dam flooded their villages. For
many, the move marked a dramatic change in their quality
of life, and the
memories remain vivid.
This booklet contains extracts from 46 interviews which were gathered
between 2000 and 2002, from Tonga areas on both sides of the river. The
project was designed not just to give a voice to Tonga men and women, but
to train Tonga interviewers, so that they also framed the questions. The
result is a moving collection of personal views and experiences. Older
people recall the process of resettlement and its effects on their communities,
lifestyles and traditions. Zambian and Zimbabwean Tonga, of different ages,
describe the challenges they face today. They reflect upon how far these
are due to the upheaval of relocation, and how much also to the influence
of other cultures and beliefs,notably Christianity, and to wider economic
and social forces.
Giving up fertile land on the river banks has had major repercussions. “lf
fields could be carried, ” said one narrator, “we would have carried them. ”
Others speak of the deep sense of loss they felt at leaving behind the shrines
and graves of their ancestors. Yet despite the anger and disappointment in
these accounts, they are also full of ideas for moving forward, and of positive
hopes for the future. The Tonga want to tell their stories, and they wish
others to understand what they have been through. They know all too well
how complex the impact of resettlement is onfamilies and communities, on
their culture and their resources. Their experiences can contribute to greater
awareness and understanding of the many different ways the resettled have
to changeand adapt to new environments.
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resettlementanditsaflermath

INTRODUCTION
For centuries Tonga people lived in relative isolation along the Zambezi
River, where escarpments nearly 2000 feet high were effective barriers
between the Zambezi Valley and the outside world. By the mid 1950s the
governments of what were then Northern and Southern Rhodesia, now
Zambia and Zimbabwe, decided touse the flowing waters of the Zambezi
River to create ahydroelectric power plant, which would supply electricity
to both countries. Theresulting Lake Kariba was the largest manmade lake
of its time, covering an area 120 miles long and30-40 miles wide. Altogether
57,000 Tonga people were resettled from 1957 to 1958, asthe rising waters
flooded their villages in the Zambezi Valley. For many, the move marked
a dramatic changein their quality of life.

L

Map of Kariba

This booklet contains extracts from 46 interviews which were gathered
between 2000 and 2002 by Tonga people from Tonga areas on both sides of
the river. Older people recall the process of resettlement and its effects on
their communities, lifestyles and traditions. Zambian and Zimbabwean Tonga,
of different ages, expressthe concerns and challenges they face today and
reflect upon how far these are due to theupheaval of relocation, and how
much also to the influence of other cultures and beliefs, notably Christianity,
and wider economic and social forces.

As many narrators say, the resettlement of the Tonga away fromtheir fertile
river valley homes to make way
for the Kariba Dam “underpins the
development” of both countries, yet it is rarely taught about in Zambian or
Zimbabwean schools. People “do not know who sacrijiced what and how
much in order for the Dam to be built”, points out Jairo. For many Tonga,
this neglect makes their struggle against poverty and food insecurity today
even more painful. This booklet is the result of a project intended to meet
some of this need for information. The aim was also
to increase awareness
and understanding aboutthe complex impacts of resettlementon communities
generally. It was designed not just togive a voice to Tonga men and women,
but to train Tonga interviewers, so that they also asked the questions.
The project was developed
by the Panos Institute’sOral Testimony Programme
(OTP), which ran a training workshop in Binga, Zimbabwe, for Tonga
interviewers from both Zambia and Zimbabwe. The London-based OTP
worked in partnership with Panos Southern Africa in Zambia, and the
Kunzwana Trust and the Batonga Museum in Zimbabwe. Interviewers taperecorded their interviews and transcribed them word for word in CiTonga.
They were then translatedinto English. The patience and hard work ofthese
interviewers, who often travelled long distances to find their narrators, is to
be congratulated. But we, the project partners, owe the greatestthanks to
the narrators, who wereprepared to take the time to share their thoughts and
stories. For a full list of the narrators see page 62.

I

The oral testimony training workshop at Binga, Zimbabwe, November
1999

Many stories; many voices
Although most narrators bear witness to a deterioration in living conditions
and an erosion of cultural identity, their experiences of resettlement and its
aftermath are not uniform. The interviews and the extracts which appear in
this book do identify commonconcerns, but they also serve to highlight how
people’s responses may vary, depending on their past experience, the location
to where they moved, and the skills, strengths and resources upon which
they could draw.
Some Tonga narrators recall resettlement as a traumatic experience when
they were forcefully moved from their homes and insufficiently compensated.
Others recall it more positively, saying
they were well informed and adequately
compensated. One points out that, in her area at least, . . the population
was growing so there was goingto be a shortage of land along the Zambezi
River.. . In the new area there are[also] many schools and roadsthat have
been built which would not have been built in the Zambezi [Valley].”
(Jingamulonga) But most expressa sense that any advantages
of resettlement
are outweighed by the cost, especially the loss of fertile land: “We did not
fight to remain because we saw that it was useless and we were the losers
us. Ijfields could be carried
in thatfight.. .we carried everything we had with
we would have carried them with us to these new places because of their
fertility.. . (Chibbinya)
l‘.

”

At the time of resettlement, the authorities compensated the Tonga with food
handouts, monetary funds (in Zambia only), boreholes, and small dam and
fishing projects.
True to the dominant development ideology of the 1950s, the authorities did
not, however, consider the long-term social, cultural and spiritual effects of
resettlement on the Tonga. More attention was paidby the authorities to the
rescue of wild animals from the Zambezi Valley than to the welfare and
development of the resettled Tonga. Even today one finds in Kariba a
monument to Operation Noah, the rescue operation for wildlife, but no
monument to the resettled Tonga. The story of their relocation remains
neglected.
Social ties were strong between the Tonga before resettlement. At some
points the Zambezi River was so narrow that “if we saw a crocodile trying

to catch someone bathing on the other side of the river, it was possible to
shout a warning to that person ”. Many narrators recall how people used to
cross to the opposite river bank to visit relations and carry out religious
ceremonies. These relationships were severelydisrupted by resettlement and
further distortedwhen the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland broke up
in 1963. Several narrators say that they lost contact with relatives on the
other side of Lake Kariba. On a positive note, new laws in the 1990s have
made it easier for theTonga to cross the water and several talk about how
they have begun to resume visits and relationships.

The Tonga identified strongly with the Zambezi River, calling themselves
Bazilwizi, “the River People”. They had rain shrines all along the river where
they carried out ceremonies,mulende or mpunde, to ensure sufficientrain
and good harvests.Some narrators describe how the shrines were submerged
in the waters of the Lake because “therewas no way the shrines and shrine
us”. Most say this led to
a decline in rainmaking
spirits could be carried with
ceremonies, thus accountingfor the poorrainfall in the new locations. Others,
however, say that rainmaking continuedin their areas, but not like before:
“Thosepossessed with rain spirits continued practising and new rain shrines
were erected ... This way, though in a dispirited manner, we continued to
hold our rainmaking ceremonies. ” (John)
Tonga traditions such as girls’ initiation ceremonies, youth games, marriage
arrangements and funeral rites are also described by the narrators. Most say
these are in decline, with some arguingthat many traditions will soon belost:
“When we die, this dance willfinish ...It will be the end
of Tongaship. Other
narrators are more positive and argue that some, such as the budima funeral
ceremony, will prevail: “The budima...has a future. It is a symbol of the
tribe or an identity. The budima in this village almost died but it is now on
its way tofull recovery.. .. It is us elders who.. .teach [the] grown andyoung
people [who] very much want to learn. (Siabalombe)
”

”

Some narratorsargue that the changes in Tonga culture and religious practice
are primarily caused by resettlement; others believe that the influences of
Christianity, modernisationand other more dominant cultures are equally
responsible, and in somecases more so. “The resettlement was notthe cause
of all cultural changes - although it largely contributedto the changes.. . the
relocation process made us mixed and stay with the Ndebele and Shona
“Our gods never helped us again... (
”
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speakers and this somehow contributed to the changesfound in our culture.
Changes are also due to modernisation and globalisation, westernisation
of Affican cultures.. ..” (Chief Siachilaba)

One woman views the exposure to other culturesbrought by resettlement
as a good thing - “Another positive change is that the Tonga have mixed
with other ethnic groups and have learnt a lot of things” - but many more
narrators feel this“mixing”has diminished Tonga culture. Gideon says:
“The
resettlement exercise was very bad. Most of our children are no longer
obedient because of copying other languages and tribes of other people. ”
A common fear is that their language, CiTonga, will disappear because of
the influence of other cultures. This is especially so in Zimbabwe, where
CiTonga is only taught upto grade 5 in schools: “The way the Zimbabwean
Tonga are treated is very humiliating
as the government despises them. They
are considered as one of the backward people. What is painful is that we
are like that because of the relocation. ” (Chibbinya)

Loss of natural resources
Given all this, it is perhaps hardly surprising that many Tonga view life
before resettlement with great nostalgia: “life was very good in the valley
when I was growing up. We had more than enough food” is a recurring
sentiment. They contrast this with their life post-resettlement, without the
natural resources of their fertile riverine gardens, or the abundant game and
fishing areas. Most narrators describe the difficulties they now face: poor
soils, low and erratic rainfall, and wild animals destroying crops. They are
greatly troubled by the lack
of food security and they feel that the authorities
today do not adequately assist them in resolving these difficulties. One
painful irony is that the Tonga have benefited so little from the water and
electricity supplies generated by the Kariba Dam. Few Tonga, except those
in urban locations, have access to electricity:
“only the government
benefited., .more electricity [was] being generated and they were able to
foreign exchange
export to the neighbouring countriesso that they would earn
- which did not bring any benefit to us either. It was the authorities who
benefited. ” Water supplies are a major problem, as it seems many of the
boreholes and water pipes provided bythe authorities after resettlement are
no longer maintained. Womendescribe how they have to “drawwaterfiom
the Lusitu River which is a long distanceffom here and you cannot manage
~ .
~...
.. .
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to carry water on your head twice a day from there.. . Even at our local
hospital they do not have water.. . [and] pupils have to carry their water
requirements daily @om their homes in bottles [to school]. ... ”

Access to formal education, on the other hand, has dramatically improved.
Only a few mission schools existed in the Tonga area before resettlement.
Most education was done the traditional way where children were trained
in the villages by parents, elders and people with specific skills. After
resettlement, and even more
so after Zambia and Zimbabwe gained
independence, many more schools were built in an effort to make education
available to all. And while some older narrators lament the way formal
schooling has usurped traditional education, they also acknowledge its
importance. And younger generations are in no doubt that only those who
are sufficiently educated will be able to secure employment: “. .. today, we
see the value of education. That is why we want all our children to become
they will keep us.”
educated. So that when they have their own homes,
Access to health facilities has also improved, but many narrators say the
increasing cost is putting it out of their reach. At the same time, knowledge
of traditional healing methods has declined. Many of the older people who
held that knowledge have died, and because
so many traditions and
relationships were disrupted by resettlement, their skills were not always
passed on. One man explains how the break-up of families and communities
during resettlement affected traditional learning: “When aclan of people
live together in a community they sharea lot of things. The waypeople were
moved from the valley, families were separated ...like here, a lot of these
people around us are not even our relatives.. .passing on teaching also has
to be within clans, you know.
”

Money plays a far larger part in the lives of the Tonga today than before.
They need cash to buy food and other necessities, since their land is much
less productive, and to payfor services such as health and education. Some
narrators say they generate some income from fishing. But few have regular
work or paid jobs, and many say they cannot always afford health care or
school fees for all their children. Of course, it is unlikely that the Tonga
would have remained outside the money economy.
Yet the way resettlement
disrupted Tonga social and religious networks and challenged their cultural
identity, coupled with the dramatic decline in their natural resource base, has

perhaps made adjustments to the “modern world” far more difficult and
traumatic.
Despite the anger anddisappointment in these accounts, they are also full
of ideasfor moving forward,and of positive hopes for the future. The Tonga
want their stories told, and they want others to understand what they have
been through, so that more people appreciate their role in the establishment
of the Kariba Dam, one of the most ambitious development projects of its
time. As one man states: “There is a need for thefituregenerations of the
Tonga people, and the country as a whole, to be well and properly informed
on this mutter.” This booklet goes some way to meeting that need.

CHAPTER 1
Tonga experiencesof the resettlement
The resettlement of the Tonga from the Zambezi Valley took place almost
50 years ago and, perhaps surprisingly, people stillvividly remember the
process and its effects on their lives. For many, theinitial reaction was more
of disbelief. “It was just a command that ‘Move away theflood is coming,
you will be wiped away by the water. All this land will beflooded by water.’
’’
That was the only thing we were told. We all laughed ‘ha, ha, ha, ha, ha’.
(Monitor) Another narrator remembers the authorities informed Tonga people
about the resettlementwell in advance but that theidea of having to move
away from the ZambeziValley, where they had lived
for generations, seemed
almost like a joke:“They started in 1956,first putting postersfrom the road
coming from Gokwe. These posters were for moving us next year.We thought
they were joking but they were serious. In 1957 they said get ready and start
packing your property. Those who had cows and goats started driving them,
even dogs.. .. When we$nished building [the houses] we came backto carry
our property, nchili, grinding stone.. . we started moving. The Government
said: ‘Yousettle where you want to settle’.’’ (Chief Siachilaba)
The oral testimoniesshow that there were different responses towards the
prospect of resettlement. According to Bbola, people from his village in
Zimbabwe were informed about it back in 1954 or1955 and they complied
with it because they saw nooptions for resistance. He recalls it as a peaceful
process but he does, however, express regret about having to move from his
ancestral lands: “We did not tryto resist at all. We were willing to move out.
We were warned aheadof time. Big lorries were usedtoferry us upland with
our families, belongings and livestock. We were moved on the 17th June
1957. No forcewas usedin chief Sikalenge’S area where we were
living.. ..The
people of chief Sikalenge were taken to Makota, others were taken to Lubu
while others were taken to places of their own choice .... Each one was
of time that the water was coming and
consulted and we were warned ahead
that was as far back as 1954 or 1955.. .. Naturally we were not happy to
leave the valley, the land of our forefathers. Even if we were willingto move,
when the time to move came deep in our hearts we were not happy, but we
had nochoice.. .We heardsuch stories@om Chief Chipepo’S area. Thepeople
of Chipepo tried to resist and they did not want to move to an area called
“Our gods never helped us again ...
__
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Tonga people and their belongings being transported to the resettlement
locations, Zimbabwe,1961

Makkaaza. The peopleof Makkaaza wereforcibly thrown on the lorries and
were taken to other places. There was heavyfighting there [in Chipepo] and
many lives were lost.. ..”

A traditional healer, Maxford, recallshow some people were so scared of
“the white man” that they fearedto ask him questions aboutthe resettlement:
“I recall white people coming with big trucks tocollect us saying the valley
was going to flood,so they were moving us to higher land.. .. White people
were a rare sight and seeing one was considered ill luck. My parents, my
four sisters and my grandfather did not want to argue with this ‘ghost’....”
As an illustration of people’s anxieties, and inability, or unwillingness to
accept the resettlement, Siabeza remembers how people repeatedly returned
to their valley after having been moved:“Wepeople of Chiyala.. .moved out
peacefully. Lorries were used toferry us, startingfrom Siampondo, Sichooba,
Siameja, Maanza who is alsoknown as Chiyala, allof us were moved and
brought where we arenow at Siahviinda. There wasnofighting.. ..There was
no bloodshed at all ...They firstwarned us of the impending water rising
from the lake, but atfirst we had refusedto hear the warning. They insisted,
telling us the same thing and we sat down and discussed the impending
problems ifwe did not comply. On our own we resolved that we shouldjust
comply because we were promised free transport and indeed they

did just that.. .. The funny thing which we did was this ... after we were
dumped in the new area ... during the night we trekked back to the same
place in the valley where we had been evacuatedfrom. Back in our minds
we were notfully convinced that the dam would cover all the mountains in
the area.”

“We were the losersin that fight”
Chibbinya recalls that people agreed to be resettled and that they were free
to settle where they wanted. He does, however, regret having to move away
from the Valley: “TheDistrict Commissioner cameto our area andput some
pegs saying that that was the possible level of the flood after the closure of
the river. When we looked at the pegs they covered the area around our
villages andfields so we were told to move to the new areas before
the flood
came .... The DC took ...3 years informing people [about] the relocation.
We travelled to various places until we settled here where we are today.
When we identified the proper land and built structures, we then asked the
DC to carry us to the new place. Because we had all the time to move, we
carried everything we hadwith us. Iffields could be carried we would have
carried them with us to these new places because of their fertility. We did
not wait for the level of water to rise and force us away like others did.. .
Such people left their homes hurrying and hence left of
some
their material.. ..
What I remember most is that after the flood reached the pegs put by the
DC, I was surprised becauseI wondered how he knew
that the levelof water
to cover our homes
would get thatfar. No one believed the water would rise
and fields. The other thing is that it was not easy for us to accept leaving
the area.. .. We did not fight to remain because we saw that it was useless
and we werethe losers in thatfight. Atthe end the water was goingto sweep
us away had we resisted. But the decision to leave was difJicult to take. If I
think about the famine we are experiencing today and the way we lived I
sometimes cry.”
A disturbing incident is recalledby Gideon who tells how a chief refused
to be resettled and was forcefully moved: “Oh! That Chief Sinakatenge
wanted to refuse. He had refused saying: ‘No.No white man shall resettle
us.’ He was by force carried and tied.. .. Aha! He really refused.. . until he
was arrested by the policemen, who threw him in the truck.
”

Another violentinstance occurred where Tonga people refused to be resettled
and government soldiers fired their guns, killing several people. As one
narrator recalls: “Now when the [Kariba] damwas actuallyfinished being
built, a big and serious issue came to the (Chipepo] village: that all the
people were to be shifted, to go and be resettled at Lusitu
...We were refusing
to shift and then it became a fight.. .We were just using a war of words.. .
What we had werespears only. We gathered in camps: us on this side, while
the whites were on the other side at the riverside. They had tents and bugles,
and trumpets were sounding now and again, and soldiers paraded. We, too,
did the same with our spears. We used to parade and the flag was there
flying.. ,. Two weeks elapsed while [the ofSicials were] urging us to shift [to
the new resettlement area]. Then the Governor of Northern Rhodesia came
himself.. . and instructed that all spears be laiddown. He said: “Youpeople,
those of you who have.. . alternative places where you can go, should say so
now.” People of Chipepo ...teased the Governor saying he was not the
Governor.. .. On hearing this, the Governor got upset and ordered people
that
should preparefor a war thenext day.. .. True to the word, the following day
in the morning...guns werefired by the soldiers and some
people died. There
was totalpanic.. A t that point Chisamu W a g e was burnt down by
soldiers.. ..
The issue of burning down the villages, including storagebins, was extended
to Lusitu the day
following
to other villages.. .. People were loaded onto trucks
the shooting. Soldiers loaded food into bags and brought it to Lusitu after
people had already been transported ...We were shifted and resettled in a
hurry and in a confusing way . ... ” (Siabalombe)
Very few positive references to resettlement are made by narrators. Notable
exceptions are Jingamulonga’s comments that
“. .. the population was growing
so there was going to be a shortage of land along the Zambezi River. Another
positive change is that the Tonga have mixed with other ethnic groups and
have learnt a lot of things. If they were still living along the Zambezi, they
would maybe still be isolated.. .. In the new area there are [also] many
schools and roads that have been built which would not have been built in
the Zambezi.”
One says that people from his village were moved to an area good for cattle,
being without tsetse flies. The benefits, however, wereshort-lived since they
were moved again to another area and the tsetse fly control dismantled:
“Cattle grow well here. It is only these days, as a result of wild animals “Our gods never helped us again ...” (
~
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especially elephants - crossing the Zambezi Riverffom the Zimbabwe game
reserve that we are experiencing tsetse fly again. There used to be tsetse
flies here sometime back but those were wiped out by the tsetse control
department of the government of the day.. .[but the] government removed
the personnel of the tsetse control department from here sometime back. ’’
(Stanard)

Variations in compensation
The Tonga people were compensated for resettlement in different ways, and
methods and amounts varied substantially
from area to area. Short-term food
and monetary handouts were given while boreholes, water pipes, irrigation
schemes and small development projects were also implemented. Some
narrators believethe compensation was adequate while others
feel they were
promised things that never materialised.
Siabeza gives a positive account: “We were not mistreatedin any way. When
we were evacuated we were compensated according to the number of huts
each one had. All the huts were counted and each owner was rewarded
according to the number of huts he had.”
Likewise, Wailesi says: “Everything was collected m o m our village] and
follow. Thisfood was
the whites told us thatfood like maize and milk would
meant to sustain us before we were really settled so as to clear over new
fields. The food was given to us for two years. For those of us who were
resettled nearthe lake, water tanks were built and piped water
was available
to us.
Tala recalls how grain was given but that it was too little. When the people
went to the authoritieswith complaints about starvation they were ignored:
“We losta lot of grain during the[resettlement]process.. .We were given little
grain. It was as good as nothing. We were given for only three months. In
October the elders sent a delegation to Sikanyana to tell him that people
were starving. The grain given as compensation was too little. Sikanyana
said he wouldconsidertheircomplaint.Nothingwasdone
....”
Monitor says thatmonetary compensation was promised but not given in
full: “Whenwe arrived here, not all
the money promisedto us for resettlement
was paid. The money that each person was going to be paid for resettling

was much more. We did not get all that money for lost houses. We were just
given a bit.”

Some narrators feel cheatedby the authorities: “We were...robbedfrom the
time we were resettled. Most people were disappointed because it wasn‘t
their intention [to leave their land by the Zambezi
River]. There is no Tonga
who isn‘t upset. The Europeans fooled us much. They cheer of our being
resettled -we got a bit of maize, afer a few days, this was completely
finished.
...We don‘t geta thing or benefits.. .we were really disappointed.”(Cibbami)
A few narrators believe that compensation was better for the Zambian Tonga.
One Zimbabwean says: “We were given nothing like that way they were
compensated on your side [the Zambian side]. ..The way someoneS village
is in Zambia, his drums, and his hut everything is money there. They were
given money there but with us, nothing. We were divided and told to move,
we left our houses. Right now they are covered in water, no bonus, no
nothing. (Siasili)
”

“Our gods never helped
us again.,.” .(
13 ) TheTonga people describeresettlementand its ajiermath
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CHAPTER 2
Subsistence farming and fishing
Farming and fishing in the Zambezi Valley is remembered positively by the
Tonga narrators and they recall how an abundance of food was produced in
their incelela. These were small, periodically flooded, plots of land with
mineral-rich soils along the river banks. They had enormous benefits
in terms
of food security because they allowed people to harvest twice a year. Good
harvests fromthese gardens, aswell as from their fields in the bush, meant
that most Tonga wereable to produce enough food to cover their basic needs.
Siabeza recalls how maize was grown in the river gardens during
dry seasons,
while millet was grown in the bush fields during rainy seasons: “Life was
very good in the valley.. .. We used to grow early maize.. .along the river. We
used to dodry planting in May, June, July and in August we started eating
green maize. We ate this maize during November up to December and this
marked the end of the rainy season.. .. We used waterfiom the river to grow
it and not rainwater. We used to plant fingermillet during the rainy season
plus maize and other crops which in our language we call kampyoompyo,
[which ripened later]... M y father Zyagola used to build a very big barn.
He used to employ 30 to 40people to harvest the crop. These people would
make several trips carrying the crop to the barn ... but the barn would not
be filled up at all. We had more than enough food.
I’

A narrator remembersthat a variety of foods were available allyear round:
“We had good fertile soil for agriculture in the valley.. . By the banks of the
Zambezi River we used to grow maize. Up on the higher and dry land we
used to grow millet, beans and crops calledcigaligali and bweengoin Tonga.
Bweengo is a tuber, which you pound tomake a cake-like delicacy.. .. This
‘cake’ is called coonde in the local language. When you serve it you add
some salt for taste. It has some oil, which is highly nutritious ... especially
to children.. .We used to grow groundnuts,pumpkins and watermelons. These
crops were mainly available during the dry season for it was easier to grow
them by the banks of the river.. .we used to grow sweet potatoes as well.. .As
regards tofood all theyear round then, there was not muchproblem because
we used to grow food twice a year. lf we did not make it during the rainy

season, we were sure of doingso during the dry season by irrigation along
the banks of the Zambezi.” (John)

Sometimes severe droughts affected the Valley, which forced people to go
and look for food in other areas. Mpemha recalls: “Oh, we sometimes
experienced severe droughts because ofpoor rainfalls and because we had
very littlefarming lands.. .. We would leave to go to Kumbo where we would
find some job for food.When we got that food, carrying it was another
problem. We would put them insacks, two each, then tie them toa crossing
stick and carry them on the shoulders. It was really hardtimes.. .when there
was a drought.”

Farming in resettled areas
Farming conditions changed dramatically after resettlement and many
narrators explain thatthe Tonga “wanted to live there [in the Valley]all their
life because food was available to themall the time. Ifthey did not harvest
well at harvest time, they couldplant maize anytime.” (Patson). The lossof
the riverine gardens affected the Tonga badly. Manynarrators complain that
harvests often fail in the dry resettledareas, where theysuffer poor soils and
low rainfall: “They till the land but what holds them back are the erratic
rains. Rains, by and large, do not occur until crops reach maturizjt You
therefore find that crops wither and dry up instead, due tothe scorching sun.
Otherwise, people of this placeare very hard working....’’ (Mary).

As a result, many narrators complain of food shortages: “We werebrought
to this place where we cannot grow enough food to eat. For that reason we
are unhappy.” (Siabeza). Another agrees: “By and large there is a food
shortage here at Lusitu early every year.. .If this trend is not eliminated, the
thing they call in English the ’hungercircle‘will notfinish here. ” (Angenes).
Siabalombe, a successful farmer, contradicts the idea that less food can be
produced in the new areas. He explains that some people, who did not have
much land in the past, are now better off and grow more food: “At Old
Chipepo land was notmuch, especiallyfor growing crops. Here land is more
[available] to those who call themselves real farmers. Those who do not
growenoughfoodaretheonessayinglandhereisnotmuch.”
Emely argues that only well-off farmers can produce a surplus of food now:
“Thefact of the matter is that some of theselandowners have more landthan
they can actually filly and effectively utilise while other people go begging
for land. I actually raised this issue of idle land with my headman to find
out i f this idle land could be utilised by those who have little or no land at
all.. .. The truth of the matter is that not everybody owns [land]... The rich
use the poor toget more orbetter yieldsji-om their fields. The rich cultivate
more hectares of land. Not to backbite anybody like this old man here [but
i f ] you would have come a few weeks ago, before people started harvesting
their early maturing sorghum, you would havea surprise
got
asto the number
of people working for food fromthat old man.. .. He receives at times 50
people a day who want to work for food.The truth is that this is the type of
life here and because of this, hunger will always attack us. Poor people will
always remain poor while rich ones will continue to exploit the poor to get
more or better yields, year in, year out.. ..
Clearly land and wealth are factors that influence someone’s perspective on
resettlement. Someone who can now grow a surplus of crops is likely to
view resettlement more positively than someone who experiencing
is
hunger.

Problems with wildlife
Destruction of crops by wild animals is a major theme in these narratives.
Some narrators say that hippopotamus and elephants used to attack their
gardens along the Zambezi River while others argue that the problems with

wild animals started after resettlement. This probably largely reflects the
situation in the narrators’ original area.
John does not recall any problems with wild animals before: “We did not
have problems with wild animals at all in so far as the growing offood was
concerned, because there was plenty of space for grazing, for instance for
the hippos. As for elephants, these were already wiped out or extinct by the
time we were born. They were there a long time ago and, for the people of
our generation, we knew them only by hearsay ....”
Monitor, however, says that in his area there were problems with hippos and
elephants: “ZnAugust to about September the hippos started destroying our
maize. The only problem we had in farming were the wild animals. [The
others] were elephants ... which were destroying a lot of our crops at
Nkoombwe. To protect crops from being destroyed by hippos, we also have
[to] leave our homes and go and stay at the field. You have to build an
upstairs house (house on stilts)which was very strong. We were sleeping at
the field to protect our crops from being destroyed. Those who had their
fields near drinking water.. .[had]great problems. ’’
Elizabeth explains that before Independence elephants were not a problem
because district officers would kill any “troublesome” animal:“There were
no elephantsthen. We only had this elephantproblem afer we were resettled.
Those days Sikanyana shot all the elephants which were reported to be
troublesome. The meat was shared to villagers.”

During the1970s the authorities established the Communal Areas Management
Plan for Natural Resources (CAMPFIRE) to better conserve and administer
wild life. New laws were introduced, which for instance did not allow farmers
to kill wild animals that attacked their crops. Incidents of crop destruction
were to be reported to the authorities who in turn would send game guards
to the affected area to kill the wild animals. Attacks by wild animals on
crops in the resettled areas are a major source of resentment. Siabalombe
is distressed that the Campfire Program does not adequately solve the farmer
problems: “Elephants are destroying crops.. .. People spend a lot of time,
especially during the day, at their
fields guarding their crops. Several reports
have been sent to authorities about destruction here due to not shooting
elephants. We do not think we have credible game guards at all .... Game

guards sent here spend time drinking beer only. Is it that we are supposed
to grow food for these elephants? As for the owners of these elephants, we
will demand that they compensate us with food since our food is eaten up
by elephants.. . we work hard to grow our food.. . You see, recently, game
guards came and have already gone back without solving the problems.. .
when game guards come here they should shoot the elephants so that they
go away.. . But as it is, they just pretend, they just hoodwink us.. . they track
these elephants, they find them and then they say they have young ones, so
they cannot shoot then. They have young ones, but then what about our
crops? [What are] wegoing to do since our food has been eatenup by
elephants? What are we going to feed the children with?”

Lilian, aZambian narrator,believes that the authorities have another agenda:
“Anyone whose crops are eaten and destroyed by these wild animals is
supposed to report the matter to the area councillor who is supposed to take
up the matter with Siavonga District Administration.. . often the answer we
getffom government authorities is negative. The government.. .prefers having
for they are profitable
in earningforeign
the animals around and undisturbed
exchange. Because of this, we hear, the government would rather a person
dies instead of an animal. ”
There is little mention
in the narrativesof people benefiting from the Campfire
programme: “[Campfireis] this organisation which kills elephants and gives
the proceeds got from the sale to the people.. . It has actually caused more
problems to the people. Today if you give a report that elephants are a
problem, you are referred to Campfire. Campfire does nothing in turn.. .. I
only heard that the Campfire funds help to build schools. There is an
incomplete block at our school which is said to have been constructed by
Campfirefunds. ” (Elizabeth)
Another narrator suggests that Campfire funds should be made available
to
the communities to pay for education and
food: “We are starvingyet Campfire
has got money. Campfire should give us money to buy guns so that we scare
away elephants.. ..Z suggest they share the fund among wardsso that we buy
our children. ” (Tala)
food and pay fees for
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The importanceof fishing
Another key source offood for theTonga before resettlement was fish.Yet
fishing opportunities and methodshave changed in the Tonga area since the
creation of Lake Kariba. Many Tonga who used
to fish in the Zambezi River
lost this possibility when they were resettled into areas deep in the bush.
Jairo explains: "At Old Chipepo,most of thepeople lived bythe river whereas
[where weare now] itis only just a few.. .''
Previously fishing was done mostly
in pools along the shores
of the Zambezi
River and its tributaries, because the fast flowing waters made it difficult
for theTonga to catch fish in the middle of the river. Monitor recalls how
fishing was done by both women and menusing simple methods of hooks
and baskets: "We did not know much offishing [along the Zambezi] apart
fromfishing hooks. Usingfishing nets? We did not know about it. We only
knew how to use fishing hooks
[and] mambo which women used to catch
fish. They used to catch a lot offish .... Only Bembas knew how to use
nets...." According to the narrators, net fishing in the Zambezi River was
only introduced to them through development projects initiated by the
government in the 1960s.

I

Women fishing using mambo baskets, Zimbabwe,late 1950s

Around the timeof resettlement no permits were required for subsistence
or commercial fishing. Today they are required for commercial fishing,
though people can still fish for their own private use without permits. Chief
Siachilaba remembers that fishing opportunitieswere good in the Zambezi
River and how nopermits were required: “Thefishing on the riverwas good.
There was no problem! If you fish [today] without paper allowing you to
fish you are arrested sure. Every year we were told to renew our papec
paying money yearly.We were not paying[when we stayed along the Zambezi
River]. ..’’
Today it is mostly Tonga men who fish, mainly on a small scale. Wailesi
explains how small-scale fishing in Lake Kariba provides additional income
for many Tonga: “Wefind money to buy our food because when we catch
thefish, we sell it and get money to feed our families. Farmers are very few
along the banks of the Lake. Most of us are fishermen who sometimes grow
crops on a small scale.
I’

Bbola emphasises the commercial value of small-scale fishing to the Tonga:
‘‘I think the present life is better because fishing nowadays has been
commercialised. Unlike in the past when we were using fishing hooks and
caught only onefish at a time, nowadays we use threefishing nets each, and
we are able to catch more fish. When we sell the fish we are ableto improve
the diet of our families. Another narrator explains that many people sell
fish to buy or exchange formaize: “Where you have a good f i s h ] harvest
you take fish using canoe boats to exchange with maize.. ..Afer selling [the
fish] you go home and give your wife money for the family to buy bags of
mealie meal.. ..” (Chief Siachilaba)
”

Some Tonganarrators explain that thereis aproblem of over-fishing in some
areas, and so the authoritieshave introduced quotas on nets. Some believe
that quotas and restrictions are good because they help to conserve the
number of fish. Others argue that fishing regulations restrict peoples’ incomes
“Money we get from the sale offish is more than what we used to get a long
time ago.. . However the advantage we had then was that each fisherman
was allowed to use as many fishing nets as possible.. . But now,the problem
is that eachfishermun is restricted to using a maximum of three fishing nets
only. This is according to the current fishing regulations, which we are
“Our godsneverhelped
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required to observe very strictly, failure of which one could either be fined
or jailed once found out. So you see, it is hard for us because if say a
crocodile raids your three nets, for instance, then you do not only lose the
fish but the nets as well ... it would force you togo home to sell your cow
or cows so that you raise capital money to replace the fishing nets. This is
the problem we are now facing.” (Andrew)

Senior Chief Mweemba, on the other hand, argues that fishing regulations
and quotas are needed:“The modernfishing method is bad because you will
fish indiscriminately... You killeven the young ones
and the eggs are destroyed
as well. Youfind that fish cannot evade the drag net except those which run
into the caves and under bigtrees - these are the only ones which lay their
eggs.. . We have a law [telling people where to catchfish]. This law is there
and is effective... The killing offish these days is more destructive than in
the past.. .’’
Some narrators explain that there remains much potential for fishing in Lake
Kariba. However, only a few of the large-scale fishing industries are Tongaowned, mainly because of the huge costs associated with establishing these
industries.

“We need moneyto buy food”
The self-sufficiency of the past, especially in food, seems to be lost. Many
narrators talk of the greater need for money and formal employment since
resettlement. Cash is needed to buy food, say narrators, since land in the
resettled areas is less fertile, but also for basic necessities such as clothing,
kitchen utensils, farming equipment, and services such as schooling and
healthcare.
Lillian, a farmer from Ntambale, Zambia, argues that the greater importance
of the cash economy has affected the way people support each other: ‘‘My
information is that help was offered more readily,
ji-eely and willinglyat Old
Chipepo then than here because most of the things there did notcost money.
But these days, money is an issue - and as a result things that long ago
would have been given away without charge, these days money would be
asked for in exchange.”
She goes on to explain that today many necessities need to be bought: “h
“Our godsneverhelped
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as far as the people of Siavonga District as awhole are concerned.. for most,
if not all things, one has touse money,in one wayor another, to acquire them.. .
The situation here is or was not the same as at Old Chipepo ... Here most of
the food we eat is bought.. .” People manage in different ways: “Money, in
this place, is obtained in so many ways, for instance one may sell a chicken
and get money to buy what they require. There are also times when people
travel around lookingfor wildfruit called busiikkafound here. One can collect
thisfruit and sellin order to raise money.. .We buy maizefrom Bbwe-Munyama,
where our friends grow more than they require.. .. ”

CHAPTER 3
Tonga relations across the waters
Before resettlement, social and family ties between Tonga communities on
either side of the Zambezi River were close. In some places the river was
so narrow that people could call to each other and they could easily travel
to the other side to visit relatives and friends.A narrator explains: “Some of
my peopleare in Zambia, we could go there using canoes.. .Even if there is
a funeral, they could just shout to us, then we would cross over. People
used to cross the river to take part in ceremonies to commemorate their
ancestors: “Oh,yes! We used to visit each other.. . we stayed like that with
the Zambians on the other side. As for ancestral worship, those from the
other side who had ritual powers, and also others from this side who had
ritual powers knew each other. (Gideon)
”

”

“Many people never saw each other again”
When the water flooded the Zambezi Valley and forced the majority of the
Tonga communities to resettle, these close family and spiritual ties were
greatly disrupted. A narrator reports: “. . . We did not come here [to the new
resettlement areas] with our families. They livefurther up. I don’t live with
them here. From the time that we were moved, we have lived up there.”
(Siasili)
Stanard in Zambia says he has “. ..relatives in Zimbabwe. Before the Kariba
Dam was built and Kariba Lake
formed, there were relatives stayingon both
sides of the Zambezi River. When the Karibaformed, those that wereon the
other side of the river went to Zimbabwe, while those that wereon this side
remained here inZambia. Our parents tell us about those relatives and they
even call them by name. However, some of us do not know those people in
person.”
He explains the political circumstances thathave made it difficult for many
Tonga to visit relatives: “Visiting as such is minimal. You will recall that the
previous government in Zimbabwe or Rhodesia.. .very much discouraged
contacts or visitsby people on both sides of the river and lake. That brought
.... If the Zimbabwean authorities
about reduced contacts or visits by relations

of the time were allowing the contacts and visits like they do now, the close
contact would not have been lost. ” This disruption had great emotional,
social and religious consequences
for the Tonga: “We were very disappointed
because we were separated ffom our relatives and shrine leaders.. . Many
people never saw each other again, then worship and shrines were no longer
properly done. I am not happy about this. ” (Gideon)

Travel documents could be obtained to cross but it wasa laborious process:
“In older days, it was almost unheard of to be easily issued with a passport,
hence visits to our relatives across the lake were very rare, if any.. .. In the
mid 1990s, however, special regulations were introduced that made iteasier
for Tonga people to cross thewater without passports. Andrew says: “Due
to improved immigrationlaws nowadays, it ispossible to visit those relatives
who stay on the other side of the lake. All I have to do i f I need to travel
across the lake, is to arrange to obtain a passport. I can do this by going
to my chief to request for a letter of commendation, which I in turn bring
to the local police officers for endorsement. Once this is done and then
papers forwarded to appropriate authorities, a passport could be issued
without diflculties. As for actual travel itselJ there are service boats that
cross the lake regularly and once on the other side then you go through the
immigration oficials for clearance. Thereafter you proceed to your relatives
for your visit or to go and perform the ritual ceremonies of calling the
ancestors to resolve whatever problems that may be facing the family or
clan. ’’
”

Another narrator, Mpokbwa, emphasises the improved situation:
“... you
go via Binga, you justinform them that you are visiting your relatives then
they would give you a letter and number of days to stay. If what you had
gone for prolongs, you canalways inform them, then they would prolong
your days. ”

However, some narrators still find it difficult to obtain the relevant documents
as Stanard describes:“Being villagerswefind it diflcult toacquire passports
or travel documents. By and large passports are obtainedfiom Lusaka and
people from villages are generally timid of going to Lusaka. They fear the
pickpockets found inbig towns. If it were possible that the passport ofice
could open and havesub-oflces inrural areas likeSiavonga, possibly many
people would acquirepassports.”

The Tonga narrators express much regret about breaking
up of their
communities. Siabalombe explains the effect this has had on traditional
live together in a community, they share
teaching: “When a clan ofpeople
a lot of things. The way people were movedfrom the valley,families were
separated,family trees were destroyedlike here, a lot of these people around
us are mt even our relatives, So passing on teaching also hasto be within
clans, you know.”
Bbola agrees: “Thissolidarity was there before the advent of the lake. But,
nowadays it is no longer happening because of the dam and all that is
involved in the movement of the people between the two countries. ’
Many narrators become veryemotional when they talkabout the disruption
of their communities. One narrator exclaims: “I don’t want to hear about
how we were barredfrom communicating with our relativesand meeting
them. Because if1 think much on this.. , no!” (Gideon)

David Mainza who interviewedmany of the Zambian
Narrators and produced the CiTonga versionof the
hooklet

CHAPTER 4
Tonga religious ceremonies
Tonga narrators recall in detail traditional religious ceremonies such as
rainmaking, and commemorations of departed relatives. Some explain that
these are still performed; others
say that in theirlocation they have disappeared.
Many regret the loss of the ceremonies and believe that it has caused the
Tonga religion to decline. Some changes are associatedwith resettlement,
which broke communityties, and others with the introduction
of Christianity
and westernisation.

Rainmaking ceremonies
Rainmaking ceremonies,malende or mpande, are someof the mostsigdicant
traditions in Tonga culture. Many Tonga believe that special skills are
bestowed upon rainmakers, the sikatongo- these are spiritual leaderswho
preside over agricultural shrines. It is these
men and women who communicate
with the ancestral spiritsto ensure sufficient rains and good harvests. They
are inheritorsof the spirits of the founding Tonga people.
Andrew explains how hot springs could be considered a rain shrine: “This
place is called Mbila fishing camp. [It] gets its name @om the hot springs
that are over there. In our local language “mbila”means boiling andin this
case it is the hot springs that gush out and also bubble. The water is really
hot and ifyou put acob of maize where the waterbubbles out of the ground,
it will be cooked and readily salted since the spring water is salty. It is not
advisable to feelthis water by dipping your hand. Not only will you be
scalded but our culture has it that those springsaare
rain shrine.This shrine
belongs to a clan of the big frog or the dove, and there is one person in that
clan who performsrituals of calling the rain when there is a drought. This
person‘s name isMaalila, he took overfrom the late Syanumabbuluku of the
same clan who too waspossessed with the rain spirit. He has the ability to
dip his hand in the boiling spring water without getting scalded. He also
has the ability to converse with the rain spirits that are down inthe ground
from the source of the hot springs. Anyone not possessed with those spirits
cannot do that.”

He goes on to explain how a rain ceremonywould be carried outin times
of drought: ‘‘G say, a certain year rains do not comein time, perhaps there
is a severe drought, [the rainmaker] is consulted by the elders as to what
the problem could be and what needs to be done i f the situation is to be
corrected. Once consulted, he advises as to whether or notrain will be there
that season and what needs to be done by the people by way of carrying out
a rainmaking ceremony.
”

The actual rainmakingceremony would include the sacrifice of a goat and
the participation of all community members: “[Therainmaker] normally, in
such a situation, advises that the people raise a black goat for slaughterfor
sacrifice at aspecially made shrine at his house. Offals are taken to the hot
springs where they are duly offered to the rain spirits by dipping them in hot
salty water.A day would normally be appointed
for pe$orming this ceremony.
All participants walk to the rainmaker’s home and there is noone allowed
to put on white attire as white scares away rain and white clouds do not
bring rain anyway. People go there as a group and singas they walk to his
house.. .
”

The participantssing and dance and use certain colours toappease the rain
spirits: “Aspeople get to the rainmaker‘s place, they continue singing and
the tempo is usually raised and they dance too, around the rain shrine.
Meanwhile the rainmaker would be lying in his house communicating with
the rain spirits. At an appropriate time, he gets out of the house dressed in
his rainmaking ceremony attire. These are two pieces of cloth, a black one
and a red one. The red one is strapped around his waist while the other is
strung across his shoulder and heholds two ceremonial sticks of kafir corn
stock in his hands. These are called “misfunko” in the local language. He
also carries a ceremonial axe called “bukano” in Tonga. This is an archshaped axe.”
The roleof the rainmaker is very significant because he communicates the
information of the spirits about rain and harvests to the community: “He
joins the dances around the rain shrine. At that point, he will announce to
the people what the rain situation is. He will tell them whether there will be
just a little rain and warn people to brace themselves for hard times ahead
in view of the would-be impending hunger. He will tell or warn them what
to do - like grow enough or just alittlefood - depending on his observation
“ O u r gods neverhelped us again ... ’’
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about the rain that season. Accordingly, appointed elders willpeople‘s
present
requests that they be given water for drinking, both for themselves and their
animals, as well as water for their crops. A procession thenfollows fromhis
house to the rain shrine at the hot springs. The rainmaker joins the people
as they walk while singing and
dancing. They even ululate. At the hot springs,
the singing and ululatingcontinues as well as clapping while the rainmaker
then performs his duties of calling upon the rain spirits to accede to people‘s
requests. Once the ritual is over, the rainmaker directs that the people walk
back to their homes, but taking the route through the rainmaker’s home.
Somewhere on the way, he tells those staying far to break offfrom the rest
of the peopleand walk fast to their homes as rain wasgoing to find them
on the way. You will find before people reach their homes rain falls down.
When this happens, people are required to walk on and singing happily that
the much needed rain has come at last.” (Andrew)

One narrator recalls that someof the rainmakers were women: “The chief
rainmaker, though living on the plateau at the time, was Cibwe. To her we
used to take a budima dance troupe. ” (Siabalombe)

“Our gods never helpedus again”
Previously Tonga people used to cross the Zambezi to take part in rain
ceremonies of Tonga communities on the other side. A narrator recalls: “Us
from Sinakasili, we were meeting people from Sinamakoonde after both of
us had done our mulende in our own chiefdoms.
Then we used to gather together with the other group from the other side
of the river. ” (Monitor)

After resettlement, the use of rainmaking shrines andceremonies diminished.
Some narratorssay they have been less effectiveand explicitly blame this
on the break-up of the community: “We usedto gather here as well as them
gather the other side. After that we joined together the ceremonies, then it
would startraining. Nowadays we do not conduct the ceremonies as we used
to do. They are not well performed.. . [because] we are separatedfrom the
other group. The one to the other side is supposed to conduct a certain
performance to the other side and then likewise to the other side. So now
we are not meeting in such activities and there are no miracles done as
before. ” (Chief Siachilaba)

When the Zambezi Valley was flooded, the ancestral shrines that
were the
focus of the rainmaking ceremonies were submerged. The loss of ancestral
shrines is by some narrators seen as a reason for the weakening powers of
the rainmakers and why there are
fewer rainmaking ceremonies. One narrator
explains: “Those rainmakers no longer perform their duties satisfactorily.
Most elderly who know much
of these things remained over there
[in Zambia].
The shrines and other sacred objects sank below the lake. Our lives of
worship here are very bad. I view that these things are like this because of
resettlement, which was deliberately done by other people. (Gideon)
I’

There is agreat sadness in these accounts. Chibbami says, “I don’t want to
lie because when we separated most elderly people remained there [in
Zambia]. The problems about rainmaking ceremonies were that no people
were any longer allowed to cross [the river]. The rainmaking ceremony
came to a standstill. The shrines were under the water. Our gods never
helped us again, because they were angry. There were or are no morerains.
It‘s best we stop talking about
it. Most people whom we were
faithful enough
to carry out ritual duties remained over there. The shrines weredeep in the
water. I am not happy.”

New rain shrinesand ceremonies
Some Tonga narrators say that even though the old shrineswere left to be
submerged under water, some people made new ancestral shrines in the
resettled areas. Ceremonies were carried out by spiritual leaders and the
resettled people, in order tosummon the ancestral spiritsto the new areas.
John says “the spiritual shrines were not removed or transported to Lusitu;
they remainedat Old Chipepo together withrain spirits and were submerged
when the lake formed. Only spiritual leaders and their spirits came to
Lusitu.. . Those possessed with rain spirits continued practising and new
rain shrines were erected at their homes. In this way, though in adispirited
manner, we continued to hold our rainmaking ceremonies. ”
Some narrators describehow malende is still carried out. Siabeza gives
an
account of a recent rainmaking ceremony: “Zt is true that the rain can come.
Not too long ago we started building shelters.. .. Before the shelters are
erected, we first of all go to anng’anga and he is the one who tells us how
and what to do.He gives us the assurance that if you do this and that, the
rains will come. We went to the ng’anga last Sunday and on Monday we
“Our gods never
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were busy building the sheltersfor malende. On Wednesday in the afternoon,
rains came just this week which ended yesterday.... The problem is that
only the young people are left;all the old people who usedto push the young
ones are gone. Only a feware remaining. I am the only one left who is still
trying to tell the young people to dothis and that. We told the boys thaton
Sunday they should come together to start discussing thematter, and for
certain the Lord heard and answered our
petition and therain came.. ..I am
only a son to those who ownedthe malende, and my father Zyagola was the
one directly involved in malende affairs.”

Ceremonies to honour the
dead
The Tonga also perform ceremonies to commemorate the spirits of thedead,
which are called budima or ngoma buntibe. The spirits are perceived to
play a beneficial role in the lives of the living as protectors but they canalso
cause illnesses and misfortunes if they are neglected. Some narratorssay
that these ceremoniesare still performed; other people say they have changed
or disappeared. Many narrators believe that these changes are a result of the
social disruption caused by the resettlement, as well as the influence of
Christian and western beliefs.

Tonga funeral ceremony, Zimbabwe, late
1930s
Siabalombe vividly describes a budima ceremony: “Budima is performed
when there is a death.Ifthe death is in another village some distancefrom
here for instance, the big drum would be sounded veryearly in the morning
and the men with bells and rattles would then perform a warcry... The
whole village would then hearus and know that come sunrise, the budima

is going to that funeral in that village.. . the whole village would gather at
the base where the big drum was sounding. Details about the procession
would be given out.. . The preparations would include haircuts in readiness
for a war situation. Appropriate dressing in, for example, loincloths for
men.. . You would find that maybe three or four budima troupes would
converge at the funeral site that day. The point is that only one budima
troupe has to performat any one given time, not two or more. I f more than
one budima troupe
pe~orm
simultaneously, then there aisvery high probability
of opposite performers’ spears spearing each other.. .. You will appreciate
that [in a budima troupe] there aredrummers, there arenyeele players and
there are thosewho dance with spears.. .. The women sing togetherwith men.
The women also get heated upwith their rattles.. .. Once the drums sound.. .
it is a serious business.”

Jairo recallshow performing budima would create a senseof unity among
communities: “I can talk about the budima dance in two ways. Firstly, it is
certainly good because it shows and promotes unity of the people. What it
is, is that when the budima dance troupe performs at a funeral even the
bereaved family joins inand they are helped to get over their bereavement
more quickly. They become occupied, so to say. Secondly the budima used
to act as an army. At a funeralwere several budima dance troupes, which
can fight a deadly fight or war. The budima dance troupe of a village is a
group that is highly regarded and renders services to the village, including
protection of the village.”
Some narrators, for example Andrew, say that they still introduce their
children to the ancestral spirits: “Each time the children camehome, say for
holidays, we used to sprinkle them with water from a water pot in the house
and at the same time callout to our ancestors, telling them that the children
who were not present during the last ceremony are now home and could
they recognise that and take care of them.. .. ”

Reasons for change
Wailesi explains that Tongaelders still possess the knowledge of ceremonies
such as buntibe. He fears, however, that Tonga traditions and ceremonies
will be lost because this knowledge of these dances is likely to die out with
the older generation: “These were our dances. Ngoma ha Buntibe.. . was
performed during funerals.. . Then you go to the funeral house to show that
“Our gods neverhelped us again ...
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you are also mourning.. .. [The dances are] still there. It has remained with
us elderly people but our children don’t know it. When we die, this dance
will finish. ... It will bethe end of Tongaship....During Ngoma ya Buntibe.. .
our old fathers used to wear mibbiiadwa. Some old ones used to wear
nsuku.... On their upper arms they wore bangles. They carried spears in
their hands. We used to see our elders doing this even before we learnt how
to playnyeele. When we joined later, I found that this dance is nice, yes. We
young ones were not shown how the drums of buntibe were made. Only
elders knew. They are the ones who made them. We just saw ready made
drums being beaten. ’’

One man expresses anxiety over the lossof traditional culture,blaming the
disruption of communities duringresettlement.: “There is a diflerence [in
our life since we moved]; as you can see how we have started settling
anyhow and anywhere. Again the things which were happening in the olden
days, they are no longer happening. For example, traditional dances like
makuntu, masabe, as well as the days of praying to the rain maker. The
rules are not beingfollowed properly. Sure, all the traditional cultural beliefs
are no longer carried out properly.. .[because] we areseparated. We do not
meet each other anymore. For us from Sinakasili we were meeting people
from Sinamakoonde after both of us had done our malende in our own
chiefdoms. Then we used to gather together with the other group from the
other side of the river. Budima dance was performed during that time.”
(Monitor)
More commonly, however, itis Christianity, rather than resettlement, which
seems to be considered the major cause of the decline in spiritworship in
the Tonga area. One narrator explains thathe no longer performs the old
ceremonies because they clash with his Christian beliefs: “I lost my elder
brother andI was given his name. I am, accordingly, supposed to brew beer
and call him, together with other ancestors of mine, to intercede in any way
on my behalfin case ofproblems. So far I have not done
that. I am aChristian
and I feel I cannot do that. I just agreed to look after his children and even
up to now I am still doing that.. . Some Tonga cultural events are actually
dying now. Christianity is taking precedence. ” (Stanard)
Another narrator explains how Christian worship is taking over traditional
practices: “. ..Most of the young people who areborn these days don’t know

anything about the old practices. They only know the modern way of
worshipping and that is through Christianity. This is what they are
following
now. Most of the old people who used to do these things are gone. ”(Rev.
Bishop) Some people still carry out traditional religious ceremonies in spite
of the fact that other members of their family attend church:
“Evennowadays
we are still keen and active in paying homage to our ancestral spirits. I am
myself possessed with my ancestral spirits and do practise the clan tradition
of calling upon our ancestors to help in case of problems in the family. Even
though my young brothers and sisters
go to church, I and other elderly people
still pay homage to our ancestral spirits ...”

One narrator laments that the younger generation view old Tonga traditions
with disrespect, even fear: “. ..Church practices have taken precedence these
days. A lot of children refise toattend these ceremonies saying that they are
satanic and that as believers they do not want to be associated with such
practices which are contrary to the teachings of the Bible. Now you see
children feel and say that our ways and beliefs are satanic and that we are
satanic people!” (Andrew)
Another narrator, while acknowledging that the ChristianChurch brought
development to the Tonga, adds that the introduction of Christian beliefs to
some degree caused Tonga beliefs and ceremonies to be distorted and
neglected. The Church did not approveof such ceremonies and this, she says,
not resettlement, is the main cause of changes in Tonga culture and religion:
“True,this [Christianity] is something that is good andprogressive but I still
feel that on the other hand it is not right. Some of the culture that used to
save lives has been destroyed. The church does not accept that some old
practices of people be continued. In some cases you may find that as a result
of not following some old practices of people S way of life, that brings about
loss of life.. .This change was going to come about with or without the
resettlement. ’’ (Rosemary)

“We value the culture we inherited”
Some narrators, suchas Baron, see the changesin Tonga religious beliefs
and ceremonies as a result of a battle between Tonga ways of living and
western lifestyles: “We also had other traditional ceremonies like masabe,
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makuntu and ngoma. Only these things are no longer practised ...Usold
people from the valley are still here. We still teach our children our culture
from the valley. We still brew beer to appease our ancestral spirits.. .. I
always tell this new generation that i f they don’t brew beer for all their
ancestral spirits, bad things will befall them. Their ancestors will forget
them.. .. We value the culture we inheritedfrom our elders so we are also
teaching the youngsters of this tradition.. . This tradition of the white man,
we know all about it because we used to work in towns like Bulawayo and
Wankie during the duys of the valley. Bingawas built after we were resettled
in 1958. You cannot really compare these two lifestyles.. . It is like now we
have a war to fight. We will see who will lose at the end of the day. ’’
A number of narrators state that certain Tonga cultural traditions and religious
ceremonies, such asbudima or buntibe, are still carried out- or being revived.
Siabalombe explains that heis the custodian of drums in his area and that
elders there teach the young to perform the music and dances for the spirit
ceremonies: “The drum you see here is herebecause presently I am the top
of the budima in the village.
All my age mutes and counterparts in Musulumba
village are no longer living, so as an elder budima dance troupe member
of the village now, I am honoured to take custody of the big drum.. .The
budimu is an established traditional dance of the Tonga andhas a future.It
is a symbol of the tribe or an identity. The budimuin this village almost died
but it is now on its way to full recovery.. .. It is us elders who are still living
[who are behind the revival]. We teach [the] grown andyoung people.. .Yes,
they very much want to learn. ...We train them once a month. ’’

“Our gods never helped us again ...
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The distinctive
musical tradition
of
the Tonga
remains strong,
Zambia, 2001

CHAPTER 5
Tonga cultural traditions
Tonga cultural traditions and language are described
in detail in the testimonies.
As with other topics,not everyone’s view or experienceis the same. Some
say the traditions continue; others thatthey have all but disappeared. Some
associate the declinewith resettlement; othersrecognise the part played by
Christianity and western influences. What is common is a great sadness at
the weakening of Tonga culture.

Coming of age ceremony:nkolola

A number of narrators recall the Tonga ceremony nkolola, which was
performed when young girls reached puberty. These ceremonies may possibly
still be carried out in some Tongaareas but these narrators all argue that the
tradition is no longer widespread. Some believe that training of young girls
into adulthood is good; others argue that the old ceremony should be changed
to suit the current situation with unwanted pregnancies and HIV/AIDS. None
of the narrators seem to be able to explain why the coming-of-age ceremony
is no longer practised.
Stanard says: “The initiation ceremony is held when a girl or girls reach
puberty. It is aimed at grooming a girl into and preparing her to enter
womanhood, let alone motherhood. The ceremony is to show that the girl
is now grown up. The ancestral spirits are
also informed accordingly through
conducting this ceremony and are asked, in their own way, to join in the
celebration. As for the boys, especially if that girl has a boypiend,they too
are informed about the new status of the girl. As for the training part itselj
the girl is confined in a house, for weeks or days, where she undergoes
instruction about what is expected of her as a woman, and possibly as a
mother. So I would say the initiation ceremony is a school whereby a girl
is trained to be a woman, and a mother possibly.. . The trainers are elderly
women of high reputation in society. ’’
Trouble explains thatnkolola is no longer practised: “A long time ago they
used to have [initiation ceremonies for girls]. When we were growing up
such things were not there; even nowadays, such things are not common.

It
The only thing that happens nowadays is that when a girl is leaving home
to join her husband, a group ofelderly women, usually aunties, will sit the
girl down and adviseher on how to behave in her new home. Nowadays
things have changed, life has changed. It is not easy anymore.”

Mary remembers that nkolola used to be practised ina nearby village: ‘‘Well,
concerning nkolola, some villages practised it; my village in particular did
not have it. Some of myfriends like those at Silumu village over there have
it. Many did not do it.. .they knew about itbut they did not just practise it
or they just stopped it.“ (13)
Mary argues that the girls’ initiation ceremony should changebecause, in
her mind, itdoes not adequately preparegirls for marriedlife today: ‘7wish
to add that as forgirls, when they go through initiation ceremonies, we here
do not carry out these ceremonies like other people do. Other people take
the opportuniry of teaching and instilling good morals of decent living to
girls when theyare confined in housesduring the initiation periods.Here
all we do isconcentrate on ensuring that a girl is verywell fed and cared
for during her period ofconfinement so that by the time she is out she looks
very nice and presentable for marriage. I think we are behind here on this
matter and I think it is time that decent living morals were taught and
underlined during these confinement periods. ...I implore the parents that
they should stop their old ways ofcarrying out the nkolola ceremonies [such
‘“Ourgods never helped us agoin...”
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as] simply fattening the girls.. . They should adopt new ways of conducting
the initiation ceremonies so that the girls are very well prepared to go into
the marriage and motherhood once they graduate ... If possible, these
instructions should be carried out in conjunction with hospital authorities,
like they do these days on familyplanning matters.”

Youth games: nitulu, ntihniand mantombwa

Some Tonga narrators explain how young people used to play different games
All agree that these games are no longer performed because young people
are now more occupied with other activities. No narrator attributes these
changes specifically to resettlement.
Sikafulu recalls how Tonga youth used to play games which would train
them to become adults: “[We used to play games] all throughout early
childhood till about 15 to 20 years, then we would beconsidered as adults.
The girls would gather food so that when we met we would sharewhat they
had and what we had managed to kill when we went hunting. All the food
we had was used when we started ‘playing house’ - this was the game we
had. We used to call it nitulu. In thisgame it was not only the girls who did
everything like our mothers. We the boys acted in similar fashion as our
father.. .. In addition to this we had another game where we would play
husband and wifeor plainly just boyfriend andgirlfriend. This one was like
this: every time we played we would weave trinkets.
These were called ntilani.
They would be made for our girlfriends. So what we used to doabout this
time apart from weaving bracelets for our lovers, we would be takingfruits
to their mother - and mothers, being as inquisitive as they are, would know
that you are the boyfriend.”
Isaac also remembers how children played games that imitated adult life:
“Also the association of each sex with a particular type of work is so
commonly accepted that it is an essential part of children’s play inthe game
known as mantombwa. This usually occurs during the period accompanying
and following the harvest, when children build themselves play houses at
the edge of the village. These are often no more than untidy bundlesof thatch.
In the work of building, boys undertake the portion that falls to men inthe
building of regular huts, girls emulate their mothers in their work. The boys
make miniature beds within the huts. They go offand pretend to herd cattle,
or hunt small birds in the bush to contribute to the cooking pot. Either boys
“Our gods never helped us again ...
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or girls may provide vegetable food obtainedfrom their mother or raided
from the gardens. The girls prepare food,
the and boys cometo befed. Usually
- no sexual relationships
in suchplay, the childrenpair off as husband and wife
take place in the process. Those most active are probably between six and
twelve, while smaller children are brought along to playthe role of infants
in the family. The older people approve of the play as a forerunner of adult
activities.”

One narrator says that after resettlement these gamesnowere
longer performed:
“Ever since we leji the village, I think thesegames also came to an end. These
games are not being played any more and in actual fact these games are a
sort that are not taught, but one learns from seeing and observing how
parents behave. One uses one ’S imagination to make up a game.. .no one is
following these traditions any more, particularly our children. (Sikafulu)
”

Marriage traditions

A’numberof narrators describe how traditional Tonga marriage arrangements
were carried out and how families played a major role in choosing a suitabl
spouse. The narrators say that marriage patterns have changed today and
that it has become more common for people themselves to decide whomto
marry. Some regret this. Siabalombe describes how a Tonga marriage
ceremony took place in the past and explains how many traditions had to
be observed that expressed respect between the two families involved, as
well as between the spouses:“Longago marriage was conducted in a simple
manner. Thefirst thing to do for someone wanting to get married was to get
a mediator, someone to go between, and this person was called sityombo.
The sityombo would then be asked to go to the family of the bride-to-be to
make the request. If the response was positive, he would then be ... told that
the bridegroom-to-be must bring a bundle offirewood to the parents-in-law
to-be. Sityombo would assist the man to get thatfirewood which would be
laid down at the door of the mother-in-law-to-be. The firewood had to be
nicely cut and arranged.. .. The following day sityombo would accompany
the bridegroom to be back to his in-laws-to-be.... Food would be specially
prepared and served to the groom-to-be. Nevertheless, the bride would not
be seen, let alone enter the house where the man was. She would instead
put the food by the doorway.. . There was no question of having a full view
of the wife-to-be at that stage.
“Our gods never helped us again ...”
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“Theprocess.. . would be put on hold till the rainy season. During that time
the mother-in-law-to-be would be asked to prepare afield.. .. Thatfield was
for the son-in-law to weed, harvest, build an open storage shed for maize
to dry in and then build a bin for eventual storage of that maize.. .. When
the time for actual marriage came, the dowry would then be paid in part.A
goat would be paid initially and that was called cuuma kkhoma. The next
to be paid was part of the dowry to enable the bride to be collected. This
was a hoe, traditional hoe, accompanied by pieces of beads .... By late
evening, a teamfrom the man ’s side would arrive at the girl’s home secretly..
..
Someone @om the girl’s side would catch her and call out for the people
from her husband-to-be to come and get her. The girl would out..
cry .. There
would bea lot of singing especiallyfrom the woman’s side.. .. The teamfrom
the woman ’S side would be demanding to be paid for every few short steps
they make. Pieces of beads were used as payment. You would find that by
the time they would arrive at the bridegroom’s house the cock would have
crowed several times and possibly it would betowards early morning. That
night there would beno question of real sleeping as such....
“The followingnight is when the bride would be taken to the bridegroom’s
house. She would be clad in ... underwear that were extremely difSicult to
remove. These are for the man to remove but not without a long struggle,
maybe the whole night .... The following day in the evening, the wife is
required to serve food to her husband. She was required to walk with knees
and elbows towards where he was seated with his fellow menfolk. The
husband was required to meet the wife halfway, where he would begiven a
wash of the hands by the wife.. ..
Her mother-in-law would be seated and anxiously waiting her return. This
is the kind of respect we had then. Youfind that, even to date,homes that
went through such marriages are stillintact. Not like it is nowadays whereby
even strangers.. .are easily and cordially greeted by girls or women. That
was ataboo.”

Daimon argues that Tonga marriage arrangements have changed today:
“This
[arranged marriage] is no longer happening because the boys and the girls
no longer want the system to be practised on them. They now fall in‘love
on their own.
”
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Some narrators believe that the changes are causedby the breaking up of
the Tonga communities which accompanied resettlement and their relocation
among other groups: “The marriage pattern has drastically changed. M y
area of discontent is where there is intermarriage, because previously we
married from the [Tonga] tribe. Now we are just marrying other tribes
which do not have similar cultural values and are
disobedient. On marriage,
I am not happy. Most people were not happy about mixing up ... to be
separatedfiom our tribe. (Gideon)
”

Siabalombe reveals anxiety about western interference:
“Whenthe time came
near to our shifting, some whitemen came and advisedus that our[marriage
customs including dowry and arranged marriage] had brought death and
war in the villages and that we should let the young
girls make up their own
minds on who they should marry. Things became worse off when parents
stopped choosing husbands for their daughters and sons ... After that we
stopped the practice. We accepted it because these people ruled us.. . There
was no way that you would not follow the rule because it wasforced on us
by the courts ...
”

Jinga Mulonga believes that Christianity
has distorted traditionalmarriage
arrangements and causes break-ups between couples because young people
do not know the family background of the person they marry: “The church
has a big negative impact on our culture. It has created a rift between the
old and the young generation. The old generation still abides by the old way
of appeasing the ancestral spirits while the young generation argue that they
only know God and nothingelse. Come now to the promotion of culture, the
young generation does not want to be involved as they label everything
satanic. Even our cultural dances are now slowly disappearing because
nobody still practices them. Dances ngoma
like buntibe, chilimba, chinyaanya
and others are all things of the past. That does not go well withme. However,
since the church has already come there is no way we can do away with it.
I am a Roman Catholic myself but still like my cultural practices since they
do not make it difficult for me to worship God.. .. The young generation
wants to arrange its own marriages .... What do they know about the
backgrounds of each family? That is why there aremany broken marriages
today; it is because of these things.”

“Our gods never helped us again ...”
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Jinga
Mulonga,
Zimbabwe,
2003

Tonga language:“our culture is being invaded”
According to many narrators the Tonga language, CiTonga, has changed
One narrator explains that CiTonga is only taught at low levels in schools
in Zimbabwe. Even in Zambia, whereCiTonga is taught up to university
level, some narrators fear that CiTonga isgiving way to other languages. In
spite of their sadness at this, there is little resentment towards other
communities for these changes - although Zimbabwean narrators wish that
CiTonga should be taught to a higher level in theirschools. Some narrators
believe that it isthe parents’ responsibility, as well as official education in
schools and evenchurches, to teach young people CiTonga. Some Zambian
narrators relate the decline in language directly to westernisation and
resettlement. The Zimbabwean narrators, however, blamethe decline in
CiTonga on the lack of government initiatives to promote it.
Chief Siachilaba explainsthat only recently were the ZimbabweanTonga
students able to study their language in the lower grades in schools. He sees
this, together with Christianity, as a threat to Tonga culture: “In schools our
children do not learn our language but are taught Ndebele, which is alien
to us. Ifthey are not learning Tonga then what is the point of them learning
other languages? ...Together with this and the church these things are
responsiblefor the destruction of our culture because our culture is being
invadedfrom all directions. How do the young ones get to know about his
people’s culture if it isnot learnt in schools?’’

“Here allyou find are Shonabooks”
Another narrator agrees that Tonga schoolchildren in Zimbabwe are not
taught CiTonga adequately. Instead they are taught other Zimbabwean
languages: “. .. the Tonga [language] they learn is very basic, mostly they
learn Shona and it seemsthat is what the government wants.. .The children
want to learn Tonga and they ask for any books that old people may have
had... we have Tonga books but theyfar
areaway in the town at the bookshop,
here all you find are Shona books, some Ndebele, but no Tonga. [We all
speak] the same language that we are speaking now- all are Tongalike me.
They are all myfiiends and they all speak Tonga.” (Siasili)
Chibbinya relates the decline in CiTonga
to a general discrimination against
the Tonga, and the dominance of CiShona and CiNdebele: “The way the
Zimbabwean Tonga are treated is very humiliating as the government despises
them. They are considered as one of the backward people. What is pain@
is that we are like that because of the relocation. Instead of them coming
to our rescue by solving our problems, they enjoy laughing at our poverty
and backwardness. In schools they teach our children Ndebele instead of
Tonga. So.. . the culture theyknow most is the Ndebele one which they learn
in schools.... We view ourselves as Zimbabwean Tonga.... What we are
mostly concerned withis the revivalof our culture herein Zimbabwe. Without
our culture it would be very difSlcult to protect ourselves. The Shona, the
Ndebele, and the Tonga differ due to their culture.. .. The Tonga people have
lost someof their culturebut there are some areas that are
dificult to change
like the issue of surnames. My child takes my totem as the surname, not my
surname. Children belong most to the mother, not to the father. We are still
matrilineal [in our society] like before, although we are facing lots of
pressure to change through the influence of the Shona and the
Ndebele laws.
What the current government does is not proper as when it makes laws of
the country they only consider what the Shona and Ndebele do and neglect
what the Tonga do in their culture. The end result is that the laws that are
made tend to favourthe Shona and Ndebele culture at the expense of our
culture. I personally hate that. ’’
Jinga Mulonga strongly regrets that CiTongais not taught in schools in her
area: “Our Tonga language is not taught in our schools but we areforced
to learn Ndebele, which is not our language. Do you think you can respect
someone who forces you to learn his or her language?
I’

__
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The Zambian Tonga do not face thesame problems with language because
they are taught CiTonga in schools:“Yes,[we learned CiTonga].By the time
I had completed grade 4, I was able to read and write a letter in Tonga.
could do this very well without dificulties.. .” (Giveness)
Isaac says that CiTonga in Zambia has changed, however, becauseof the
influx of other people to the area for fishing: “Thechanges have come about
because of the influx of people who speak different languages who have
come for fishing in the lake. These are the people who have mixed with us,
people like the Bembas and indeed people ji-om the whole of Zambia.
Otherwise, we ourselves still speak CiTonga as we used to speak it in the
past. CiTonga used by the young people is no longer fluid and pure. They
mix it with other languages. They don’t speak it the way we used to speak
it ourselves, it is sort of diluted. They mix it with languages like CiBemba,
CiNgoni, Luvale,Silozi and otherlanguages. There are timeswhen you find
our children using differentlanguages even among themselves. You willfind
them using, say CiBemba, Nyanja, Lozietc while they are Tonga.We as old
people don’t like it, because it willkill our language. We don’tlike this thing
at all as old people.”
Gideon explicitly blames the changes in CiTonga on resettlement: “The
resettlement exercise was very bad. Most of our children are no longer
obedient because of copying other languages and tribes of other people. ’’
Another narrator argues that thereshould be less emphasis onCiTonga in
schools. Instead she emphasises the importance of learning English as a way
to develop in education and employment: “Furthermore, children should
speak English when at school and should not be allowed to use CiTonga,
the local language, the same language they use at home. Children do not
attain any meaningful knowledge. They learn nothing! They do not know
how to speak English, which is the official language, even i f they complete
their basic education. ” (Mary)

Positive aspects of cultural change
Contrary to the regrets expressed by some narrators about the declineof
Tonga culture, some narrators argue that “traditional culture” be
cana burden,
which is sometimes manipulated for personal or political ends. There is a

sense among these narrators that traditional culture not
is something to be
preserved at all cost.
One narrator, for example, explains the conflict betweenheadmen being
chosen through their clan rather than elected by popular vote: “During the
time my father was still alive, he used to say that a headman is chosen in
recognition of his contribution in a village. Apartffom this, the election of
a headman was done in clans... This issue of clanship, in these matters, is
still there. This clanship is, somehow, oppressive in my view. What if the
clan does not,like I have already said, have enlightened people to keep on
assuming the position of headman in a satisfactory manner, whathappens?
The subjects sufer or get oppressed and suppressed
all because of clanship
culture that needs to be adhered to nomatter what.. .. Let there bepopular
vote and election on such issues like is the case in other fields. Let this
clanship way of choosing a headman come to an end. There is no clan here,
as far as I know, that was God-appointed to assume positions of headmen.
Let headmen be elected on merit ...It is not fair that we continue to be
oppressed and suppressed all because of culture.” (Jairo)
Another narrator agrees that certain people use traditional “culture” to
reinforce their own interests: “Conflictshave occurred whereby those
people,
who feel they have unjustlybeen excludedffom the leadership role.. . instead
of opting for popularly electing headmen, have fought hard to have the
situation arrested and reversedin the name of culture.. .. I personally would
choose that headmen be popularly elected as opposed to using culture to
get them into seats of power. (Lillian)
”

She describesthe problem of relatives grabbing a dead man’s wealth away
from his immediate family in the name of “culture”: “Zf say my husband
dies and that in establishing our field we were working together with my
husband, then his relatives will not take away the field upon his death. At
least they are not supposed to do that. Zfthey take anything at allin theform
of the field, it should just be a small piece and leave the bigger portion to
me to use with my children.. .fields are by and large made by husbands and
their wives. They carry out the hard work of cleaning the fields by cutting
down trees and bushes. At that time, relatives of the man do not take part
in helping to clear the fields at all. All the planning of where and how to
“Our gods never helped us again ...’’
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make, say, ourfield would be done by me and my husband and children if
they are big enough. It follows therefore, that in the event of my husband
dying earlier than me,I should be allowed to continue using that field with
my children.... [In case of a dispute] the relatives of the dead man would
preside [over the field]. ... If mutual agreement is notpossible, it ispossible
that the headman or headmen could be asked
to hear sucha case.. .. In doing
so consideration is given to ensuring that only relatives are allowed to use
the place in question.”

People’s attitudes to tradition often depend on a person’s own situation, for
example, their status as a widow or a male relative of a deceased person, or
as an appointed or elected headman. This is one reason why some narrators
are seen to welcome cultural changewhile others resist.

“Ourgodsneverhelped

us again ...”
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CHAPTER 6
In scarce supply: water and power
The authorities, as well as the Tonga, knew that water was scarce in the
resettled areas and as part of the compensation the authorities provided
boreholes and water pipes. “Those of us who were enlightened usedto ask
where and how we were goingto get water for domestic use as well as for
animals, since we were awarethat there was no water where we wereto be
resettled. The District Commissioner explained that he was going to provide
us with piped water and erect storage watertanks. ” (Andrew)

Only a few narrators say that the current water situationis good: “Asfar as
drinking water is concerned there is no problem because boreholes were
sunk for us.” (Siabeza) Others argue that the majority of boreholes and
water pipes were not properly maintained by the authorities andas a result
there is a lack of water in the resettled areas. Many narrators resent the fact
that they were resettled to make way for Lake Kariba which, in theory, should
have provided them all with water
- if the water pipes were maintained. One
narrator explains the problem: “When we were brought here, boreholes and
wells were sunk and that
is where we got waterfrom ...These days the wells
are no longer functional. ... There is thirst in some
parts where there areno
boreholes. Kariba Dam ... is there but it isso far away thatpeople who are
living in this area cannot go there to get water, (Isaac)
”

Some Tonga live closer to Lake Kariba
or its tributaries where they can draw
water. One narrator explains that drawing water from the Lake can
be
dangerous: .. people have resorted to drawing water.. .. This has resulted
into some children being caught and eaten by crocodiles, some goats have
been eaten by crocodiles as well as some cattle when they go to drink
(Isaac)
l‘.

....l’

Others claim that water drawn from the tributaries brings health problems:
“[It]often causes diarrhoea toboth children and adults since water
from the
tributaries of the Lusitu River is unclean due to the fact that, by and large,
use the bushes ....
people here do not ...have latrines. Instead, they
Living is not nice i f you donot have clean water. (Emely)
”

-
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Andrew argues that water is not adequate even in schools and that people
have to pay high fees for water where it is available: “. .. now the local
authority is demanding that we pay forwater. Where then do we get money
to do so, since most of the people are not in formalor gainfulemployment?
r f you talk of a few of us who are fishermen, it is not possible that we can
earn enough money to be able to payfor water chargesto cover all the other
people who are not working. So water is not there and this is the major
problem.. .. [At] Manjolo Secondary School... the waterproblem is adversely
affecting that school. At times teachers are supplied with water by tankers.
But.. .students.. .do not regularly get enough
waterfor use. As a result of this,
some students give up attending school altogether and some teachers ask
for transfers to other schools. You know water is life - and getting enough
and consistent supplyof water for bathing, drinking andother domestic uses
is very important.. .. ”
For women, poor water supplies create an extra workload: “You see, like
these days when you spend most of the time working in the fields, you find
that as a woman, once you come backfromfield work, you have to carry
your 20 litre containerto go and draw waterfrom the Lusitu River.You have
to carry that pail of water on your head, tired as you may be. (Mary)
”

She believes that there is a need for the authoritiesto tackle the problem
“Eh! This place here, water is a very bigproblem. During the rainy season.. .
we draw water from several shallow ponds around us but even then, i f it
does not rain for three orfour days, water becomes scarce. We draw water
from the Lusitu River which is a long distance from here and you cannot
manage to carry water on your head, twice a day from there.. . Even at our
local hospital they do not have water. Water
for patients is also drawn from
the Lusitu River. At the local basic school, pupils have to carry their water
requirements, daily, from their homes in bottles. Children are suffering ....
What we think about this water problem is that the Government should help
us by providing manymono pumps since villages here are many.
They should
consider doing so village by village or at least one mono pump per two
villages ifpossible.” Some villagers have themselvesformed groups to seek
alternativefinding to solve theproblem: .People from some of the villages
formed groups of 10people in each and appliedfor assistance to have clean
water providedto them. G7Z [aGerman development organisation] provided
‘I..

I Women carrying water from the Lusitu river, Zambia,2001
funding for the boreholes to be sunk so that some people, atleast, can get
clean drinking water. The government, however, has been dificult to deal
with in this regard.” (Emely)

Electricity

The Kariba Dam was created to provide electricity for industries in Zimbabw
and Zambia. For theTonga the creation of the Kariba Lake had many costs
and, ironically, the electricity generated benefited few. Even today, the
majority of Tonga do not have access to electricity. As one narrator says;
“the power lines
just overpass us ....” (Stanard)
Some narrators mention with regret that they were promised compensation
in terms of electricity from the authorities- promises that havenot been
fulfilled: “We people in the villages have not benefitedfrom [electric power
createdfrom the dam] at all...It is so because [the Government]did not
fulfil the agreement which was made between us and themselves.. . We had
to be given power.. .We are still waiting
arranged that each village was going
and watching even fi some of our peoplehave been resettled like this. We
don’t know what will happen because this was apromise. (Isaac)
Some Tonga, especially in the bigger towns, do have electricity but overall
there is a strong sense of disappointment about the lack of power: “As
“Our gods never helped us agai,! ... ”
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regards [to electricity], we did not benefit in anyway at all ;only the
Government benefited..
.. More electricity [was] being generated andthey
were able to export to the neighbouring countries so that they would earn
foreign exchange - which did not bring any benefitto us either. It was the
authorities who benefited.” (Siabeza)

I Lake Kariba

CHAPTER 7
Health and traditional medicine
Since resettlement the health situation has changed in the Tonga area. Some
narrators argue that there has been a decline in knowledge about herbal
medicine, partly causedby the loss of plants submergedby the Kariba Lake,
as well as by the general disruption to communities. Others say medicinal
plants are still available and that traditional healing continues. The building
of clinics and hospitals accompanying the resettlement introduced new
medical care options for the Tonga. More now seek treatment
from hospitals
and clinics butmany argue that the costs have now become too high. As a
result, some narrators explain, they turn back totraditional healing methods,
which are cheaper.

Health in the Zambezi
Valley
Some narrators believe the environment of the ZambeziValley was healthier.
Monitor says: “Along the valley we were living a good life because there
were no complicated diseases like malaria. [Now] we are being attacked
by malariaall the time.. .. The onlydiseases we were being attacked by were
cijoolo and dysentery.. ..
”

Simon, ahospital attendant, agrees: “I can say there was no specific illness
people used to suffer in those days. The only sickness I was told attacked
people was smallpox. This is the only sickness I have heard of in the history
of the valley .... People used to live to a very, very old age ...” These
statements should, however, be seen
in the lightof the current health situation
in Zambia and Zimbabwe where the HIV/AIDS is widespread. The AIDS
pandemic may cause people to recall the past with particular nostalgia.
In the Valley, hospitals were few and a Zimbabwean Tonga recalls how
people had to cross the Zambezi River to receive medical treatment: “You
see we did not have hospitals or clinics in the valley at the time.. .. We did
not know about tablets or pills. Those who needed and received formal
treatment were the ones suffering from leprosy. Even then they had to cross
the river b y canoe to go to Kanchindu Mission Hospital on the Zambian
side. Those who were too sick were to wait for death to take them. This is
“Ourgodsneverhelped
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because there were no hospitals or clinics this side of the river. (Andrew)
”

Traditional healing
Traditional healing was widely practised
by the Tonga, asa traditional healer
explains: “Somepeople strongly believed in traditional medicine. I for one
that believed so much in traditional medicine.If someone
grew upin a family
sufferedfforn an illness that white medicine could not cure, it was because
it was an evil spirit which had possessed that person. Whenthis happened,
masabe would beperformed. My grandfather performed this in our village.
He was well known for it. ” (Maxford)
Knowledge about traditional medicine and practices wasextensive: “Before
displacement, we had medicines for different sicknesses or diseases. For
example, if someone was suffering ffom stomach ache he would be given
leaves of a certain shrub to chew and the problem would stop instantly. Or
if someone was wounded, say in afight, we would bring either a root or
leaves of a certain tree, stamp them and put the powder on the wound and
healing would take place in afew days time. ” (Bbola)
Malaria could be treated with traditional methods: “What we used to do,in
that case, was to get a small dry bundle of grassffom the roof of the house
directly inffont of the door.. .. This fire was passed round the head of the
patient until the grass was almost burnt out. The remaining burning grass
was then thrown in the direction of the sunset.. .. This was done in the late
afternoon or early evening only. Once
the patient felt the heat of the fire, the
malaria would go away. You couldfind that by the following morning, the
patient would be able to sit and be on the road to recovery. ” (Andrew)
Today malaria is mainly treated at hospitals, Mary says: “Nowadays, we
have malaria, and any person who gets it has to go tothe hospital.. .. ”

“Our elders didn’t showus the herbs”
Some narrators argue thatTonga knowledge about traditional healinghas
been lost. Bbola explains: “Zn the past we used roots and herbs f o r
treatment.. .[but]the trees and bushes which we were using for treatment
have all been submerged in the lake. Secondly, old people who knew these
medicines are all dead. They kept this knowledge and as a result when they

died, the knowledge died with them, unfortunately.”

Baron argues that the traditional medicines are still available, but agrees that
most people with the right knowledge have passed away: “A lot of people
were treated using herbs.We drank these herbs. Today all these are
forgotten.
We are now concentrating on hospitals. People who knew the medicines all
died. Some of them died of old age, Yes [the herbal medicine is still there]
it is only that we’veforgotten them. They are no longer used. Our children
go to hospitals. Our elders didn’t show us the herbs. ’’
Maxford believes that theupheaval of resettlement did cause a decline
in
traditional formsof medicine: “I was born in the valley, not very near the
river but I loved the water very much. It is whereI learnt most of my magic
from, frommy grandfather. He was a witch doctor. He used to cast out evil
spirits from possessed people and hepassed the teaching on to me.. .. After
we left the valley a lot of things just became confused. People had to work
hard to till the land. It was a time to adjust.People lost values and beliefs.
Some of us were lucky to carry on what we learnt ... traditional healing.”
Simon blames the missionaries’ disdain forAfrican medicines for some of
the decline: “. ..I think the early missionaries also contributed a lot to the
loss of knowledgeof our traditionalmedicines; they are not like our modern
young missionaries. Old missionaries, instead
of taking interestin the African
medicines, they did not like the idea - because according to them it was
primitive. They did not even waste their timefinding out something about
African medicines. Their job was to condemn anything Apican because it
was primitive and dirty.
”

Modern healthcare comes at a cost
Even though more hospitals and clinics were built in the Tonga area after
resettlement, they are not easily accessiblefor all. One community organised
to raise money for a clinic itself “We weregiven only one clinic here by the
Government, which is across the tar road. The resettled people are on the
eastern side of the tar road going to Kariba Dam and the clinic is on the
has easy accessto the clinic dueto long distances.
opposite side. Not everyone
Because of this we organised ourselves with the help of our councillor.. .,
and made financialdonations for the construction of another clinic on a
“Our gods never helped us again...’’
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self-help basis, at Lusitu sub-centre, near the river Zambezi. This clinic is
...very helpfil tothose who came from Old Chipepo...” (John) Hospital fees
have increased and many narrators say they cannot afford medicaltreatment:
“ I would say people, generally, have diflculties in raising money to meet
hospital bills due
to poverq. People just do not have money. What is happening
is that many people are sickin villages and are unable
to go to health centres
for treatment because they are not able
to raise the required money.
” (Stanard)

Mary agrees: “Here in Lusitu ...the problem lies with the hospital.. . The
hospital is there alright, but the conditionsfor one to attend and beproperly
attended to are hard for most of us to meet. Firstly, the hospital has no
medicines. Secondly, when a mother delivers a child at home andthen takes
the child to the hospital for the under five medical care, they demand that
the woman pays 2,500 kwacha for them to attend to the baby. Thirdly,when
someone is sickat night, when you take that person to the hospital, that time,
you can only do that when you are readywith a sum of 2,500 kwacha to pay
for waking upthe doctor. You have also to pay1,000 kwachafor the exercise
book for records. ... If you have a patient atnight and you have no money
to enable you to payfor waking up the doctor you cannot take the patient
to the hospital even if you want. You just have to do the best you can with
the patient throughout that night even if the disease was a treatable one.
This could unfortunately leadto loss of life just because you have no hospital
fees.
I’

In this respect, the disadvantages of having to pay for services seem to
outweigh the advantagesof resettlement having brought these facilitiesto
people. Some narrators clearlyuse both kinds of medicine, depending on
circumstances: “We have a clinic at Lusitu.. .. Medicines are therebut there
are times when medicines are not available and we have to go to town to
in cases where clinical
purchase them.. .. Traditional medicine, mostly we use
medicine fails. ” (Trouble)

CHAPTER 8
Education: formal and traditional

Only a few schools existed in the Tonga area of Zambia and Zimbabwe
before resettlement. These were mission schools and they were primarily
used by the elite. Most education was done the traditional way, where children
were trained in the villages by parents, eldersand different types of crafts
people. After resettlement, and even more so after Zambia and Zimbabwe
gained independence, more schools were built in an effort to make education
available andfree for all. Today there are primary schools in all major villages
in the Tonga area and a relatively large numberof secondary schools are
also found.Mary says: “Education had not yet come [when we lived in the
Zambezi Valley], there were no schools until the time when the white man
came to move us.... There are a lot of schools here...
”

Most of the narrators had only a few years’ official schooling and most left
school to take up paid or unpaid work or because they were married. Some
narrators, especially elderswithout official schooling, think the changes in
traditional education arepart of a larger process to do with the erosion of
traditional life caused by resettlement. Some narrators also consider factors
such as westernisation and Christianity to have been influential. Some feel
official education is corrupting traditionalways of behaviour, saying that
boys and girls become undisciplined and behave badly.
The complex and somewhat ambivalent attitudes to formal education
expressed in the narratives suggest different perspectives between generations.
The older narrators seem to lament that formal education has usurped
traditional education, even though theysee the benefits of formal schooling,
noting thattheir children have things theirfathers never had. Younger people,
on the other hand, see the spread of formal education as almost wholly
positive. One woman in her thirties says:
. today, we see the vahe of
education. That is whywe want all our children to becomeeducated. So that
when they have their ownhomes, they will keep us. ” (Trouble)
‘l..

There is alsoa general recognition that only young people who are sufficiently
educated will beable to secure employment. Somenarrators therefore regret
“Our gods never helped us again ...
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that current school feesare so high that they are unable to educate alltheir
children. All narrators agree that teaching about
resettlement is missing from
the curriculum, somethingwhich they encourage the authoritiesto change.

Schools before resettlement
Monitor recalls that there were only two schools in the Zambezi Valley and
that people used to send their children across the River for education:
“Kapiilu
[and] Kanchindu were thejirst schools in the Gwembe Valley. They did not
have any school at all [on the Zimbabwe side of the river].... What they did
was to send their children to stay with their relatives here, where there were
schools. Only thosewho had parents with knowledgeof education.. . decided
to send their children to learn here in Zambia.. .. ”
Andrew agrees that only childrenwith parents who appreciated education
went to mission schools before resettlement: “There wereno schools [before
resettlement].... Schools were broughtin 1960 after we had already left the
valley. Those who had keen parents,or [who were]from well-to-do clans,
could be sent across the River to Kanchindu Mission for education.. .. They
normally didonly two years of primary and.. .they couldby then speak good
English. After returning from Kanchindu, those who did not bother
to further
their education somehow or on their own, did not progress further.”
Teachers of other tribes would come to teach in the Tonga area but they
often did not stay for long because of illness. The areagot a reputation for
being unhealthy. One narrator explains: “Teachersused to come [to] teach
for a short time, and i,fhe dies orbecomes ill, he would return to Wankie
because most of them were Nyasalands. Two or three years would elapse
without a teacher at school ...until further arrangements ...would .. . allow
another teacher to be sent. And that teacher would also teach, teach, teach
and teach. I f he dies, that is the end. No other teachers would come; and
they would say thereis death in the BaTongaland. It would take time, maybe
jive years or three years.. .. That is the reason why most of our age mates
are not educated.. .. I f you hear of a teacher‘s death, hisworkmate runs
away and reports the matter
to his relatives saying sucha place is not alright.
Even though it is alright. ” (Gideon)

John recalls that the staff at a Zambian mission school encouraged local
Tonga students to become teachers: “Schools came in 1950. The first
missionary to come to Old Chipepo was.. .an American. He set up
his mission
at Chab Boma and started a school .... The other mission centre was at
Kanchindu which is about 60 to 80 miles from Chab Boma so, as far as
education was concerned, there wereproblems.
no
Most of those whofinished
school .. .were encouraged to take up teaching by their teachers and local
council administrators.. .. By encouraginglocals to work as teachers in their
area, they were of the view that they were going to improve the level of
education generally in the valley and thereby improve the quality of life for
the area as awhole.. .. ’’
Cibbami laments that he only had a few years’ education because he had to
find employment to sustain himself“I missed [education] but I really like
it much. Education was good to me but I hurriedly went to work. Some who
learned became drivers, some policemen. It was so helpful to know how to
write and read. Education! School! These were very good. ”
Trouble explains that when she was a child, her parents did not see the
benefits of formal schooling. She thinks thatthey might have seen things
differently and let her continue her education, if schools had been more
common locally: “Schoolswere veryfew then and a lot of people did not see
the value of education. I only went up to grade three. My parents felt that
me and my two older sisters and three brothers were better 08helping at
home than wasting time in class. But lookat us now - maybe i f we had gone
to school life would have been much easier. .. My parents did not like
[we] would have been
education, but then maybe i f there were many schools
encouraged to go.”

Causes of cultural change
Before resettlement the majority of children were educatedby parents, elders
and other skilled members of the community. Children were taught many
different skills:“Informal education was there before the missionaries opened
schools where the rudiments of reading and writing were taught. In the
us sit down togetheras youngsters
evening afer supper the elders would have
to be taught the rudiments of how to defend ourselves if war broke out. We
were taught how to fight our enemies using spears, knobkerries, stones and
the use of shields for protection. They used to teach us the art of building
“Our gods never helped us again ...”
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houses. We were taught how to clear the bush where we wantedto make our
fields. We were taught how to trap wild animals and birds. Specific skills
were taught and practised by adults such as basketry and pottery for girls,
and blacksmithing for boys ...[and] how to make shafts for spears ” (Isaac)

Tale recalls: “We weretaught about life in general. They told us what they
expected of us. Things like, don‘t steal, you should not fight. We were also
taught how to look after cattle and goats. When we becameof age they were
meetings held by both boys and girls. That is when we were taught about
married life.. ..”
Some narrators believe that traditional formsof education have been lost
and they associate the changes with the same combination
of forces:
resettlement, westernisation, formal schooling and Christianity.One narrator
expresses great anxiety about the erosion of traditional education caused by
the disruption to the relationships between generations: “Oh, things just
change with time, but mostly because we do not take heed of teachingsffom
elderly people. I f my sons do not listen to me or their father, they will not
grow up to be good parents ...When a clan of people live together in a
community they share a lot of things. The way people were movedffom the
valley, families were separated, family trees destroyed - like here, a lot of
these people around us are not even our relatives. So passing on teaching
also has to be within clans, you know. (Trouble)
”

Syachilowa believes that formal schooling and westernisation have stopped
children being taught how to behave as Tonga. His sadness is evident: “We
have completely stopped [teaching old
the ways]. No one is taught anything..
..
Even if you teach [a child] aboutthe ways and rules of the village he will
just leave you alone.. .. [Tjhere he goes having learnt nothing and is busy
with his friends.. .. With the schools around us our children have become
learned .... And now they are living as though they were white.. . [having]
things their ownfathers never had. Z suppose they are learning all these
thingsffom the books .... They have learntfrom the books just like the white
people who said ‘no’to our ways and who said we should livein this way.. ..”
Sikafulu stresses the roleof the Christian Churchin the erosion of Tonga
values and ways of life: “Nowadays it’s not viewed as important to learn
“Our gods never helped us again ...”
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how one’sforefathers lived, and to make matters even worse, churches have
come along and all we seem to do now is to g o to church.. .. ”

Chief Siachilaba also sees Christianity and the influx
of other cultures, rather
than just resettlement, as a major force in Tonga cultural change:
“Christianity
destroyed our livelihoods and culture. The young generations are all now
Christians. They no longer engage in cultural activities that were common
before e.g. cultural dances like ngoma buntibe, makuntu, chinyaanya, and
arranged marriages. They want to look for their potential wife on their own
which is not good because they do not know how these families are.. .. The
resettlement was not the cause of all cultural changes - although it largely
contributed to the changes. Although the relocation process made us mixed
Ndebele and Shona speakers and this somehow contributed
and stay with the
to the changes found in our culture. Changes are also due to modernisation
of African cultures, especially those changes
and globalisation, westernisation
that have to do with Europeans.”

“You must know how to read and write”
Today there are schools in all the major villages in the Tonga Aarea.
narrator
explains: “As forschools, we have enough. All the schools we had at Old
Chipepo were rebuilt here. Each village therefore that had a school at Old
Chipepo, has oneas well here. However, no additional schools were or have
of schools. (John)
since been put up. So far one cannot complain about lack
”

While some narrators regret the loss of traditional culture, all agree that
formal education is important. Jairo, a community school teacher, says:
“What I would say on this matter is that the world we are living in now is
not like the world our forefathers used to live in. Everything in this day and
age hinges on education. Whatever you want to do, certainly you must be
literate, be it farming or whatever,you must know how to read and write.. ..
You cannot engage in some meaningful venture without some education of
some kind. Zfyou do, you are sure of not succeeding. It is for this reason
that life of nowadays certainly requires that people get at least some
education.. .. When I talk to [children]they say that these days things have
changed a lot. Even when they go to church, they see that the people who
conduct service are people who have been to school. Even people who are
in leadership positions are mostly those who went to school. Children say
~-
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Giveness
Siamambo
Zambia, 2001

that they, too, would like to be leaders of some sort some day and so they
feel they have to acquire educationfirst. They have cometo know and learn
that it is necessary and important therefore to go to school if good life is to
[come]your way.”

Most narrators regret that education has become so costly; many find it
difficult topay school fees. Stanard contrasts thefree schooling of the past
with education today: “School requisites werefree of charge. We were not
paying school boarding.. .. If it were these days - when students have to pay
for school requirementsas well as raise transport money to andffomschool
- I would not get as far in education.”

Giveness wishes for fees to be reduced so that more people, especially in
the rural areas, could send their children to school: “During our days of
going to school, it was not this expensive. Nowadays ifyou have two or three
school-going children, you certainly cannot manage, more especiallyus
villagers with our poverty. Money ishard to comeby, it is justnot possible
to be able to send two or three or more children to school. When you talk
of buying andmaintaining school uniforms, the books andpencils, let alone
paying the school fees, it is justnot possiblefor most of us.... My main

concern is ifthe Government could, somehow, make education for children
affordable.. .. During my time, more children attended school even though
we werepaying, but the school payments were not as heavy as they are now.
After all we used to receive exercise booksfiee of charge. At times all you
could be askedto buy was just a penor pencil.. ..
“These days fewerchildren manage to attend school as a result of abject
poverty prevailing in villages.. .. On the otherhand, children as a whole very
much want to go to school but then there is no money to make it possible.. ..
[Parents] would love to send their children to school because through
if a child goes
education a lot of good things can come about in life.. .[and]
to and successfully completes school and obtains a good job, this child, in
future and if needs be, would be able to look after the parents in their old
age.
”

One narrator explains the difficulties
of finding school fees,especially for
girls: “I am awidowed woman.. . Paternal relatives...were not willingto assist
the girl.As a girl, they said that she
was supposed and expectedto discontinue
school and get married. They said further that there was no benefit a girl
could bring to afamily by pursuing higher education.. . When I sat down
and reflected over this matter I was saddened but then resolved to do all I
could to make sure that my daughter continued with her education.
I
approached myown relatives who kindly assistedme and also not to mention
our parish priest,who helped greatly and I am very thankful for this. This
is how this child is managing to go further with her education.” (Mary)
Emely believes that many girls
do not attend schoolup to a high level because
this is not considered importantby the parents, especially fathers. She wishes
for development agencies to further girls’ education: “Education of girls
here in Lusitu is something that is far fetched and backwards compared to
that of boys. Z am saying so because, these men we are married to in these
homes by and large do not want girls to be educated. They do not see any
need.. .. Their thinking is that it is a waste of time to take a girl to school
due to pregnancy. They would rather, once a girl becomes of age, that she
gets married and they get the lobola instead for them to enjoy.”

“Ourgodsneverhelped
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“We never learnt about the resettlement”
The story of the Tonga people’sresettlement is not taught in schools: “. ..we
did not learn [about it]. Onthis one, Z must say Z have never found a child
[who learned about resettlement in school]... nor readingin a child ’S history
book something to do with the resettlement of the Tonga people from Old
Chipepo to here. I have not seen that.. .” (Jairo)

Giveness believes that teachers should educate children about the resettlemen
“The cardinal point here is the question of teachers who come to teach at
this [Lusitu] school. As of now, they comefrom all over the whole country
and consequently these same teachers do not seem to consider the question
of teaching the resettlement of the Tonga people from Old Chipepo to here
as a necessity. To supplement this crop of teachers, there is thereforea need
to get local teachers from Chief Chipepo’s area to teach the issue of
resettlement. Zstrongly think that in this way the matter
of teaching resettlement,
here at Lusitu, could be well addressed.. .. Children shouldlearn about how
their ancestors were resettled. It is necessary because if children only
concentrate on learning about the present, then they will losetrack.. .. I feel
some Tonga culture should be taught as well.”
Elizabeth believes thatdespite the lackof formal teaching aboutresettlement,
the younger Tonga generation do learn about it from elders:“As of now.. .
children learn about the resettlement in the family. Children sit with their
grandparents, around evening fires, and are then given accounts of where
their forefathers camefrom, what kind of life they led at Old Chipepo and
what they went through during andafter the resettlement. So, this is the only
source of learning for the children about the resettlement.. . most of us learn
about it this way andinfuneral gatherings when elderly
people relate stories
of the past. Usually at a funeral, say of an old man, his colleagues get
agitated, especially when they dunce the war dance with
the Through
budima.
songs and lamentations they reveal their past life, how they used to pegorm
the budima dance together that time. Some of us learn more about how life
was at Old Chipepo in this way. ’’
Jairo believes that resettlement should be taught in
schools, not least because
it remindspeople of the sacrificesmade by the Tonga for thedevelopment
of their countries. “During my school time, we never learnt about the
“Our gods never helped us again ...”
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resettlement of the Tonga people ....Imagine, some of these issues, we never
learnt about. I thought, that maybeI was going to learn about it in my
history classes at secondary level, but that was never to be. So far I have
not even comeacross a book about the resettlementof the Tonga people
from Old Chipepo tohere. There is nothing at all.I do not know what the
hold-up is and the position of Government on thismatter....

“We learnt and read about,for example, the way the Ngoni peoplecamefiom
South Africa to Zambia. This is something that all thefuture generations of
our friends, the Ngoni, will read and knowabout, but how about the Tonga
people of Chipepo? How will theirfuture generations know how and where
they came from? ,.My personal view is thatthe resettlement of the Tonga
people from Old Chipepo tohere should be taught in schools. I am saying
so because the resettlement of these people underpins the development of
this country. Some people do not know how the Kariba Dam came about.
They do not know who sacrificed what and howmuch in order to give way
for the Dam to be built. There is a need thereforefor the future generations

.

of the Tonga people, and the country as a whole, to be well and properly
informed on this matter.It is necessary that historical records andfacts be
properly documented and accountedfor on this matter.”

This booklet, and the oral testimony project which generated it, is one
initiative which aims
to meet someof the need for infomation on resettlement
for “future generations of the Tonga people, and the country as a whole”.

Jairo Hachingala,
Zambia, 2001
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GLOSSARY
Every attempt has been made to gloss the words inthe interviews, but some
misinterpretations and omissions
may remain.
Bemba
budima l
ngoma
buntibe

large tribal group in
Zambia; language is CiBemba
dance or ceremony, performed at funerals to bring back the
spirits of the dead. Takes placeat home of the deceased about
one year after burial. Horns and drums are played and inthe
past spearswere used in the ceremony. Ngoma ya budima,
the correctname, is sometimes shortened to budima, and in
some areas it isknown as buntibe.
Bulawayo
second largest town in Zimbabwe, in Matabeleland
tamarind
busiikka
chilimba
dance, usually done during winter evenings, mostly
for young
girls and boys and some older men who teach the boys how
to play the drums
language of the Ngoni people
CiNgoni
chinyaanya dance involving women, and a few men who drum; the
women have rattles on their ankles and bangles on their
arms
which make harmonious sounds. Chinyaanya came originally
from the Shonaculture.
a disease similarto leprosy
cijoolo
Tonga society isorganised into groups called clans. Clan
clan
membership is traced
through the female line; each matrilineal
group has a single body of ancestral spirits.
large town in Gokwe North District, about 250 km from
Gokwe
Binga, Zimbabwe
incelela
small plots of land along the river where the Tonga grew
food
kampyoompyd’ Kaffir corn”, thename given by white farmers to millet
lobola
bride wealth or price (given to girl’s parents)
Luvale
tribal group who migrated to Tonga area; term also used for
the language
mukuntu
a Tonga spirit dance or ceremony, which includes the gathering
of ngoma buntibe from different villages
malende
shrines, eg trees, natural pools or rivers, used in the rainmaking
ceremony
“Our gods never helped us again...”
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Tonga dance ceremony (includes the beating of drums),
performed if someone is sick or believed to be possessedby
evil spirits,in order to cast them out; alsothe name for evil
spirits
large basketsplaced in the river to catch fish
mazubo
mealie meal flour made from ground maize
mibbiiadwa cloth material worn by men around waist and between the
legs
rainmaking ceremony performed by a rainmaker around a
mpande
shrine, malende,to appease the spirits, which are also called
mpande
pestle for pounding grain or corn
nchili
second largest tribal group in Zimbabwe; language is
Ndebele
CiNdebele
ng ‘anga
( Y 4 traditional healer, diviner
buntibe
local name for budime dance or ceremony
headdress with feathers, also known as choba
nsuku
beads worn around the wrists for decoration, especially by
ntilani
women
tribal group in Zambia; also means the Nyanja language
Nyanja
Nyasalands people from Malawi, which was called Nyasalandduring the
colonial era
refers to the horn blowersin the dance of the same name; and
nyeele
to the horns themselves. There about 19 different sizes of
horn fashioned from different species of antelope.
largest tribal group in Zimbabwe; CiShona is the language
Shona
Sikanyana
Tonga nickname for the District Commissioner of Gokwe,
stationed during the time of resettlement in the Tonga area
of South Rhodesia
language of the Lozi people
SiLozi
Wankie
Hwange, a coal mining town in Zimbabwe, far
notfrom Binga
masabe
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